AMENDED AGENDA #1

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Monday, January 14, 2019
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

General Organizational Committee Business
INTRODUCTION

Introduction of New Committee Page, Chase
Knott

Chairman Lakey

DOCKET NO.
61-0102-1801

Rules Governing Uniform Data Reporting
Requirements and Forms for Defending Attorney
Annual Reports

Kathleen J. Elliott,
Executive Director,
Idaho State Public
Defense Commission

DOCKET NO.
61-0103-1801

Rules Governing Contracts and Core
Requirements for Contracts Between Counties
and Private Attorneys for the Provision of Indigent
Defense Services

Kathleen J. Elliott,
Executive Director,
Idaho State Public
Defense Commission

DOCKET NO.
61-0104-1801

Rules Governing Procedures and Forms for
the Application and Disbursement of Indigent
Defense Grants

Kathleen J. Elliott,
Executive Director,
Idaho State Public
Defense Commission

DOCKET NO.
61-0108-1801

Rules Governing the Administration of Idaho's
Indigent Defense Delivery Systems - Rule
Definitions

Kathleen J. Elliott,
Executive Director,
Idaho State Public
Defense Commission

If you have written testimony, please provide a copy of it along with the
name of the person or organization responsible to the committee secretary
to ensure accuracy of records.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Grow

Vice Chairman Lee
Sen Lodge

Sen Cheatham
Sen Burgoyne

Sen Anthon
Sen Thayn

Sen Nye

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, January 14, 2019

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Thayn, Grow,
Cheatham, Burgoyne, and Nye

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with the
minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee (Committee)
meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.

INTRODUCTION: Chairman Lakey introduced Committee Page Chase Knott, who gave an
overview of his school accomplishments, interests, family, and future plans,
including his hobby as a beekeeper.
PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Lee.

DOCKET NO.
61-0102-1801

Rules Governing Uniform Data Reporting Requirements and Forms for
Defending Attorney Annual Reports. Kathleen Elliott, Executive Director, Idaho
State Public Defense Commission (ISPDC), explained that ISPDC recognized
the importance of confidentiality between attorneys and clients which resulted in
the proposed docket. One of ISPDC's missions is to protect and collect data
responsibly and to use it as mandated.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey expressed concern with the cumbersome nature of the
application process and asked if counties expressed concern with the difficulty
of tracking data. Ms. Elliott responded that counties had expressed concerns
regarding data tracking. ISPDC was actively helping them formulate annual
reports and reviews. The concern was that they may not be able to track that data
under current accounting systems. The State has 44 accounting systems and
consistency was a concern. She commented that the ISPDC encouraged people
to participate and tried to provide the needed tools. Chairman Lakey stated that
he had heard similar concerns from the counties. Senator Burgoyne asked when
to anticipate further rule amendments pertaining to reporting requirements and
when they could expect data needed for guidance in setting standards. Ms. Elliott
stated if the case load standards were adopted, they anticipate it could take up
to three years. Determining what counties and defending attorneys need is their
mission. They requested, with the Governor's approval, a data analyst position
for the commission. ISPDC worked to simplify forms and receive relevant data
from commissioners and defense attorneys. It is still early in their process, and
they plan to improve the system and gather more data.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to approve Docket No. 61-0102-1801 with the
exception of Subsection 010.37. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The
motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
61-0103-1801

Rules Governing Contracts and Core Requirements for Contracts Between
Counties and Private Attorneys for the Provision of Indigent Defense
Services. Ms. Elliott explained that ISPDC was mandated to provide rules for
contracts between counties and public defense attorneys. Changes made to the
rule reflected concerns that contracts should be enforced by ISPDC and not the
contracting authority. She said ISPDC struck sections and certain terms were
made discretionary to allow for negotiation. Another change was made at the
request of stakeholders, requiring materials be provided by defending attorneys
upon request.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked if there might be a beneficial effect in setting out the
workload standards in the contracts. Ms. Elliott said each defending attorney
was required to comply with the standards and there are consequences for
noncompliance. She thought setting the standards in the contracts would bring
clarity.

TESTIMONY:

Tom Arkoosh, Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, supported the
notion of standards. Managing the standards was the next step.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to approve Docket No. 61-0103-1801. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
61-0104-1801

Rules Governing Procedures and Forms for the Application and
Disbursement of Indigent Defense Grants. Ms. Elliott explained that the ISPDC
has appropriated funds to disburse among counties for compliance with indigent
defense standards. Idaho Code mandated that counties apply for indigent defense
grants and that the ISPDC must promulgate rules for the process. She said this
rule sets forth the process and requirements for counties to apply for funds.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey inquired further about the process. Ms. Elliott explained that
they began to revamp grant applications and reached out for a representative
group of clerks across the state to advise them. They needed to learn, be aware,
and listen to what the 44 counties were dealing with; what they could provide the
ISPDC and how to better obtain the information. They recognized the need for the
information, however she believed there was a collaborative way to go about that.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to approve Docket No. 61-0104-1801. Senator Anthon
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
61-0108-1801

Rules Governing the Administration of Idaho's Indigent Defense Delivery
Systems - Rule Definitions. Ms. Elliott said the rule intends to amend the
standards for defending attorneys, provide work load standards, and ensure that
defending attorneys are handling appropriate workloads. Multiple sections were
revised which pertained to case load standards, including sections on how to
calculate a case load for defending attorneys handling multiple types of cases.
They made adjustments for more complex case loads and balanced them for
the year.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne inquired if Ms. Elliott knew if the case load standards included
in the 2018 version of Standards for Defending Attorneys would be constitutionally
adequate. Ms. Elliott commented that she had spent more than 25 years as
a criminal defense attorney and in her perspective she believed these were
constitutionally sound and reasoned numeric case numbers. Senator Anthon
asked if these guidelines would be restrictive to certain counties. Ms. Elliott
indicated she heard and recognized potential impacts in rural and urban counties.
Many were presently complying with the standards. Certain smaller counties
expressed concern in obtaining defending attorneys and some urban counties
would have trouble as well. Their goal was to use additional funds so that counties
could comply with these standards. Compliance was dependent on State funding.
Senator Anthon asked how the standards would adjust to rural areas so defenders
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could take on diverse case loads. Ms. Elliott said they were testing a calculator
to diversify workloads appropriately. Their intent was to recognize the limits and
provide appropriate time to represent everyone. Chairman Lakey expressed
concern with adopting the American Bar Association's (ABA) standards into Idaho
Code. He asked if the guidelines come into play if numerical standards are not
present. Ms. Elliott confirmed this and reported that Idaho was in the 200-case
load range with no standards, similar to 30 other states. Six states use a weighted
standard, and five others have standards near the 150 felony case load range.
Chairman Lakey asked about further research and the collection of the data. Ms.
Elliott responded that the data tracking system was a voluntary effort. More than
150 Idaho attorneys voluntarily participated in the study, which included nine case
types and 17 case tasks with no support staff. Tracking time took place over 12
weeks and was completed by Idaho public defense attorneys. Public defense
attorneys had a 34 percent response rate to their study, with an average of 12
years of practice and 93 percent workload dedicated to indigent defense. The third
part of the study was developed by the RAND Corporation, and one quarter of the
attorneys participated in that three-part study. She said they would refine the data
and evaluate the study further during the next three years.
Senator Burgoyne asked whether they had access to the necessary data that
would allow them to improve, with respect to the study. He asked about follow up
on the study's sustainability and if thought was given to the periodic nature of
future studies. Ms. Elliott responded that they could provide counties with what
they need. She thought their process would evolve into a very effective system
of data collection. She could not say what future guidelines or designs would be,
but the ISPDC would create a formulated response. The Idaho Policy Institute
completed a study, and she thought it was comprehensive and impressive.
Senator Burgoyne commented regarding a process of creating consistent data
gathering systems.
Chairman Lakey asked if the budget request related to an increased grant funding
level and if it was related to the standards. Ms. Elliott said that their request
covered those costs and was recognized by both the Governor's office, the
Department of Financial Management, and the Legislative Services Office. She
said their request was adequate for now.
TESTIMONY:

Kathy Griesmyer, Policy Director, American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) of
Idaho, asked the Committee to reject subsection C of the Standards for Defending
Attorneys - 2018 edition incorporated by reference in rule docket 61.01.08 - Rules
Governing the Administration of Idaho's Indigent Defense Delivery Systems - Rules
Definitions. She stated the ACLU believes that the current workload standard
is ineffective and will continue to perpetuate excessively high case loads for
defending attorneys, especially for indigents. She stated that since it was unknown
how the Idaho Public Defense Commission weighed/prioritized the information
used to create the proposed numerical standards, the recommendation was to
remove the current workload standards under subsection C and rely on subsection
B to utilize the previously established National Advisory Committee standards
as a baseline. It is unclear how a defending attorney should make appropriate
adjustments regarding their workloads if they are reaching the maximum. The
process should be better defined. It has been suggested that attorneys decline or
withdraw from cases when nearing the maximum standard. This would not solve
the problem for indigent defendants. There was also a concern that the proposed
workload standard is further complicated by an unclear funding structure for the
PDC as outlined by the Governor's budget recommendation for the Commission.
Ms. Griesmyer requested the Legislature to commit to taking the necessary steps
to collect whatever additional data is needed for the creation of a sound Idaho
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specific standard and to set a deadline by which such data will be collected and a
viable workload standard published.
TESTIMONY:

Kelly Jennings, Owyhee County Commissioner, expressed concern with the cost
for public defenders and said there was a lack of consistency in the hiring process.

TESTIMONY:

Seth Grigg, Executive Director of the Idaho Association of Counties (IAC),
testified on initial standards adopted by ISPDC and its fiscal impact. He advocated
for available funding to all counties to meet standards for employing additional
attorneys. He noted that the State was responsible for funding public defense.
He raised concerns over funding through tax levies to pay for public defenders.
Counties would have to hire additional public defenders in order to be compliant
with the standards.
Chairman Lakey asked Mr. Grigg how the implementation of caseload standards
applies to the Capital Crimes Defense Fund. Mr. Grigg explained the purpose of
the fund was to assist monetarily with capital crimes cases. Counties are provided
funding if there's a capital case within their boundaries and for which hiring a
second public defender is necessary.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to approve Docket No. 61-0108-1801 with exception
of Rule 004.02. The motion failed due to lack of a second.

MOTION:

Chairman Lakey moved to approve Docket No. 61-0108-1801. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey agreed with Ms. Elliott and appreciated her work. He believed
they were headed in the right direction and urged the committee to support
counties with State funding.
Senator Burgoyne thanked the presenters and proclaimed his nay vote was not
adamant but a concern towards how much is spent on litigation and the litigation's
obscure consequences.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Lee passed the gavel back to Chairman Lakey.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:59 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary

___________________________
Bryce DeLay
Assistant to the Secretary
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AMENDED AGENDA #2

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Wednesday, January 16, 2019
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

DOCKET NO.
11-0301-1801

Rules Governing Alcohol Testing

Major Charlie
Spencer, Idaho State
Police

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of Dan Dinning
APPOINTMENT
Appointment to the State Public Defense
HEARING
Commission

Dan Dinning,
Boundary County
Commissioner

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the re-appointment
APPOINTMENT
of Eric D. Fredericksen as a State Appellate
HEARING
Public Defender

Eric Fredericksen,
State Appellate Public
Defender

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of Brian C. Marx to the
APPOINTMENT
State Sexual Offender Management Board
HEARING

Brian Marx, Attorney,
Ada County Public
Defenders

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of Jonathan David
APPOINTMENT
Loschi to the State Public Defense Commission
HEARING

Jonathan Loschi,
Ada County Public
Defender

RS26446

Relating to a new "Safe Harbor Provision"
which provides protections for minor victims of
human trafficking from criminal prosecution or
juvenile proceedings for nonviolent offenses
when committing the offense was a direct result
of being a victim of human trafficking.

Eric D. Fredericksen,
Idaho Criminal Justice
Commission

RS26466

Relating to the establishment of the Blue
Alert System in Idaho which provides for the
dissemination of information about violent
offenders who have killed, seriously injured, or
pose an imminent and credible threat to law
enforcement.

Sheldon Kelley, Idaho
State Police

RS26447

Eric D. Fredericksen,
Relating to human trafficking. Section 18-8601
Idaho Criminal Justice
emphasizes that human trafficking exists and
Commission
the importance of training and awareness.
Section 18-8602 adds language to provide law
enforcement with guidance regarding what is
considered human trafficking. Section 18-8603
makes human trafficking an independent criminal
offense. Section 18-8605 will be removed
entirely.

If you have written testimony, please provide a copy of it along with the
name of the person or organization responsible to the committee secretary
to ensure accuracy of records.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Grow

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington

Vice Chairman Lee
Sen Lodge

Sen Cheatham
Sen Burgoyne

Sen Anthon
Sen Thayn

Sen Nye

Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, January 16, 2019

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Thayn, Grow,
Cheatham, Burgoyne, and Nye

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee (Committee)
to order at 1:32 p.m.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Lee.

DOCKET NO.
11-0301-1801

Major Charlie Spencer, Idaho State Police (ISP), explained the Idaho Forensic
Services Laboratory had been working on this rule since the last legislative
session and the changes were not quite ready. There were significant efforts
invested with stakeholders to have everyone approve the changes. Major
Spencer stated that breath alcohol instruments must be on the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) register. ISP has no advance notification
when these updates will occur to include Idaho. The amended rule approved last
year is being extended to allow more time for the ISP to finish the process and will
come before the Committee again next year.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to approve Docket No.11-0301-1801. Senator
Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Lee passed the gavel back to Chairman Lakey.

GUBERNATORIAL Dan Dinning, having been appointed to the State Public Defense Commission
APPOINTMENT
(Commission), was called and spoke to the Committee on speaker phone. Mr.
HEARING:
Dinning stated that he was a life long Boundary County resident and took office
as County Commissioner in 2001. He explained that he was involved with several
local organizations and had been reelected to serve another four-year term as
Commissioner. Mr. Dinning indicated that his interest in public defense was
a result of the impact it has on small counties. He wants to help improve the
process and be there to represent the small counties, and to a larger extent, the
State in whatever changes are being made.
Senator Burgoyne and Mr. Dinning discussed how Mr. Dinning could be
effective in helping to build a public defense system that would serve all of Idaho.
They also discussed what improvements and challenges he would be focusing on.

GUBERNATORIAL Eric Fredericksen having been re-appointed the State Appellate Public Defender,
APPOINTMENT
introduced himself and listed the various committees and commissions he has
HEARING:
served on or is currently serving on. The focus of the Public Defenders Office
is to provide constitutionally-sound representation for indigents on appeal. Mr.
Fredericksen stated that two years ago the Legislature provided a retention plan
to help retain attorneys employed by the Public Defenders office. Since that
time they have not lost a single appellate attorney and have been able to attract
very qualified capitol attorneys.
Mr. Fredericksen shared information regarding criminal activity in Idaho. He
indicated there were a few more heroin cases, the same number of murder
cases, and the number of capitol cases had risen slightly. There was an increase
at the district court level but not as much at the appellate court level. Senator
Burgoyne asked if there were areas where the Legislature could help with more
funds. Mr. Fredericksen suggested that they needed more funds to retain
support staff. Another area of concern was in reducing the case load of the trial
level public defenders.
Senator Burgoyne was interested in what the demarcation line was between
the state and local public defenders on handling appeals. Mr. Fredericksen
explained the types of cases hif office handled.
GUBERNATORIAL Brian Marx having been appointed to the State Sexual Offender Management
APPOINTMENT
Board (Board) stated his experience. Mr. Marx Attorney, Ada County Public
HEARING:
Defenders Office, indicated that he was a University of Idaho Law School
graduate and had worked for 11 years for Ada County. He stated that he was
looking forward to being a member of the Board.
Chairman Lakey questioned how the Board interacted with the other components
of the criminal justice system. Mr. Marx explained that a representative from each
group meets to provide a wide spectrum of perspectives and to determine how
the rules are formed and what impact they had on those involved.
Vice Chairman Lee asked Mr. Marx what his experience could add to this
position. Mr. Marx indicated that being able to see how evaluations are seen by
the court and knowing how to present them to the court is an effective way his
experience would be helpful. Senator Burgoyne and Mr. Marx discussed what
Mr. Marx wanted to see accomplished during his tenure in this position. Mr.
Marx indicated that one of the goals of the Board was to have certified, qualified
people conduct evaluations and provide treatment. They also discussed Mr.
Marx's opinion that the sex offense cases were the ones that carry a unique
stigma because of the collateral consequences. He stated that discussing those
concerns with the Board and finding resolutions were his goal.
GUBERNATORIAL Jonathan Loschi, having been appointed to the State Public Defense
APPOINTMENT
Commission, indicated that his current employment is with the Ada County Public
HEARING:
Defenders Office. He is the chief criminal deputy and is in his nineteenth year
of employment there. He developed a passion for this type of work and his own
ideas about how things should be done. One of his goals was to develop a
cohesiveness with larger and smaller counties.
Senator Lee and Mr. Loschi discussed how vital it is to find out what the public
defenders are doing so they can determine case load standards. Senator Lakey
and Mr. Loschi briefly commented on the difficulty involved in the grant process.
Mr. Loschi indicated that he would look into the possibility of making a model that
would streamline the process making it easier for the smaller counties.
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RS 26446

Eric Fredericksen, Criminal Justice Commission (Commission), stated that the
goal of the Commission was to get every entity that touches criminal justice
issues in the same room at once to make mutually beneficial decisions. These
entities need to be involved in determining the decisions made on evidence-based
practices. With all entities involved it is possible to evaluate all concerns under
every lens touched by these issues. RS 26446 was created to identify and
address the struggles of the victims of human trafficking. The rationale behind
this legislation is to codify discretion of all prosecutors so when federal grants are
being applied for, an affirmative defense can be given for all victims of human
trafficking.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send RS 26446 to print. Senator Lee seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Chairman Lakey suggested to Mr. Fredericksen that on the actual hearing of the
bill he may want to be prepared to expound on the application of the affirmative
defense provision and how that process works.

RS 26466

Sheldon Kelley, Lieutenant Colonel, Idaho State Police (ISP) presented RS
26466 relating to the Blue Alert System in Idaho. He indicated that the system
is very similar to the Amber Alert System and is currently being used in over 30
states. It would be administered by the ISP.

MOTION:

Senator Cheatham moved to send RS 26466 to print. Senator Lodge seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 26447

Eric Fredericksen, Idaho Criminal Justice Commission (Commission), indicated
that he had chaired the subcommittee dealing with human trafficking legislation.
They evaluated the current version of the statute and were proposing some minor
changes. The first change acknowledges that human trafficking is an issue and
that education is very important for law enforcement. The goal of this was to help
officers identify when situations really are human trafficking. It also provided
a definition for sex trafficking and commercial sexual activity. Another change
would let human trafficking be a stand alone offense rather than an enhancement
offense as it had been in the past.

MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved to sendRS 26447 to print. Senator Burgoyne seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:25 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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AGENDA

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Monday, January 21, 2019
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

RS26521

Relating to the addition of employees of the
Senator Dan G.
Department of Parks and Recreation being added Johnson
to legislation pertaining to assault or battery.

VOTE ON
Committee Vote on Appointment of Dan Dinning
GUBERNATORIAL to the State Public Defense Commission
APPOINTMENT
VOTE ON
Committee Vote on the Re-Appointment of Eric
GUBERNATORIAL D. Fredericksen as a State Appellate Public
APPOINTMENT
Defender
VOTE ON
Committee Vote on Appointment of Brian D. Marx
GUBERNATORIAL to the State Sexual Offender Management Board
APPOINTMENT
VOTE ON
Committee Vote on Appointment of Jonathan
GUBERNATORIAL David Loschi to the State Public Defense
APPOINTMENT
Commission
GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Re-Appointment
APPOINTMENT
of Anna Jane Dressen to the Commission on
HEARING
Pardons and Parole

Anna "Janie" Dressen

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Re-Appointment
APPOINTMENT
of Matthew Allen Thomas to the State Sexual
HEARING
Offender Management Board

Matthew Allen

PRESENTATION

"Courts 101"

Sarah B. Thomas,
Administrative
Director of the Courts,
Idaho Supreme Court

PRESENTATION

Budget Overview

Paul Headlee,
Division Manager,
Idaho Legislative
Services Office

PRESENTATION

Budget Requests relating to the Judicial Branch,
Department of Corrections and Public Defense
Commission

Jared Hoskins,
Principal Budget &
Policy Analyst, Idaho
Legislative Services
Office

RS26534

Relating to the clarification that the penalty
provisions of I.C. § 18-2509 only apply to
violations of the "preceding section." This
section's overbroad reference to "this act" should
specifically refer to the crime of aiding escape as
set forth in I.C. § 18-2508.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

RS26535

Relating to the language of I.C. § 5-509 which
should be modified to clarify that the "order," and
not the "clerk," directs the mailing of a copy of
the summons and complaint to defendants with
known addresses.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

RS26536

Relating to parties' entitlement to both adequate
trial and appellate processes. I.C. § 34-2127
should be amended to allow the Supreme Court
to render a decision within ten (10) days of when
the case becomes at issue.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

RS26537

Relating to bail monies. Entry of an order
withholding judgment should be added as a
triggering event for applying remaining cash bail
amounts to pay debts the defendant owes the
court. Applying remaining bail monies to debts
resulting from other "infraction" actions against
the defendant should also be allowed.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel
Administrative Office
of the Courts

RS26555

Relating to the removal of confusion resulting
from the conflicting statutory penalty ranges for
juror contempt.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel
Administrative Office
of the Courts

If you have written testimony, please provide a copy of it along with the
name of the person or organization responsible to the committee secretary
to ensure accuracy of records.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Grow

Vice Chairman Lee
Sen Lodge

Sen Cheatham
Sen Burgoyne

Sen Anthon
Sen Thayn

Sen Nye

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, January 21, 2019

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Thayn, Grow,
Cheatham, Burgoyne, and Nye

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then
be located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary & Rules Committee (Committee)
to order at 1:30 p.m.

RS 26521

Senator Dan G. Johnson, State Senator for District 6, explained that RS
26521 is a resolution pertaining to assault or battery upon employees of the
Department of Parks and Recreation. This was a result of an incident where
a misunderstanding of the law did not provide protection for an employee
of the State.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send RS 26521 to print. Senator Grow seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
APPOINTMENT
VOTE:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of
Dan Dinning to the State Public Defense Commission to the floor with
the recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
RE-APPOINTMENT
VOTE:

Senator Lodge moved to send the Gubernatorial re-appointment of Eric
D. Fredericksen as State Appellate Public Defender to the floor with the
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Anthon
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
APPOINTMENT
VOTE:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of
Brian D. Marx to the State Sexual Offender Management Board with the
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Grow
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
APPOINTMENT
VOTE:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of
Jonathan David Loschi to the State Public Defense Commission with the
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
RE-APPOINTMENT
HEARING:

Anna Jane Dressen, under consideration for her re-appointment to the
Commission of Pardons and Parole (Commission), introduced herself to the
Committee. She stated that she was born and raised in Idaho, as were her
children and grandchildren. Ms. Dressen served on the Commission for
almost 19 years.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee asked what more the Senate body could do for the
Commission. Ms. Dressen responded that they needed more resources
within the communities which they serve. There has been an increasing
number of parolees that need to be monitored. She also specified a great
need for mental health services for parolees. Senator Lakey asked Ms.
Dressen what she had seen change during her time at the Commission. Ms.
Dressen indicated that now everything is done on computers; hearings are
being done by teleconferencing and they are recorded. A major change has
been the increase in case loads.

GUBERNATORIAL
RE-APPOINTMENT
HEARING:

Matthew Allen Thomas, under consideration for his re-appointment to the
State Sexual Offender Management Board (Board), introduced himself to the
Committee and indicated that he was currently serving as the Washington
County Sheriff. He explained that he had served two years on the Board and
had an enjoyable experience and looked forward to continuing his service.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee asked Sheriff Thomas what the Committee could either
support or change to help him in his position. Sheriff Thomas responded
by saying that the State needs to develop a "risk based" registry for sex
offenders. The number of reoffenders is staggering, but there are people who
have made one mistake and this registry follows them for the rest of their
lives. Senator Lakey asked Mr. Thomas if there were any available models
that would apply to Idaho. Sheriff Thomas responded that he believed
Colorado had a program. They are currently focused on redoing the State's
rules of treatment before getting to a "risk based" registry.

PRESENTATION:

Chairman Lakey introduced Sara Thomas, Administrative Director of the
Courts, Idaho Supreme Court. Ms. Thomas explained Idaho's Judicial
Branch was established by the Idaho Constitution. She indicated that the
first responsibility of the Judicial Branch is the set up of the court system
beginning with the Supreme Court. She explained the physical make up of
the courts. The Idaho Judicial Council is an independent body established
by statute and is responsible for sanctioning judges and the appointment
process for district and appellate court positions. The recommended names
are sent to the Governor who makes the appointment. The Supreme Court
Chief Justice is elected by the other justices. Ms. Thomas explained the
types of cases heard and not heard by the Supreme Court.
Ms. Thomas spoke briefly about Idaho's 45 District Courts. The Court of
Appeals is a statutory court and has four judges who sit in three judge panels,
making it possible to handle more cases at a time. They are elected in a
contested election every six years. Vacancies are filled by utilizing the Idaho
Judicial Council process. The Supreme Court can decide to send a case to
the Idaho Court of Appeals for consideration. Idaho's district courts are trial
courts and there are seven judicial districts set in Idaho statute. Judges are
elected during the primary elections for four year terms. Each district judge
has a resident chamber and must be a resident of that county. Ms. Thomas
continued to explain the necessary qualifications to be considered for a judge.
She indicated which cases the districts courts would hear, including any
cases assigned to the magistrate division. The Legislature will provide each
county a magistrate division if they desire one. They are appointed by the
district's magistrate commission. She discussed the qualifications and types
of cases these judges would hear. The magistrate judges are those involved
in the "problem solving courts." They focus on high risk, high need individuals.
They function in a team model including a judge, a treatment provider, a
coordinator, and a probation officer. These courts exist in 34 counties. Idaho's
participants in problem solving courts have a lower risk of recidivism than
someone who is on regular probation or someone who actually goes to prison.
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Ms. Thomas stated that court administration includes being responsible
for adjudication and administration. This position was created by statute
and includes helping the Idaho Supreme Court work through and complete
its administrative duties. The divisions in her office include everything from
business processes, to finances, to human resources. She is involved in
the administration of the justice services division and the legal services
division. There is an administrative district judge in each district to ensure
the calendars throughout the districts are set and they make assignments
regarding which cases will be heard by whom. They arrange for the drawing
of juries, act as chairman of the magistrate commission, and appoint other
court personnel. There are court reporters, district managers, guardianship
monitors, and clerks elected in each county. When the district court staff is
doing court business, they are answerable to the Idaho Supreme Court (see
Attachment 1).
DISCUSSION:

Senator Grow asked about the fact that cities are mandated by the State to
help pay for courthouse costs. Ms. Thomas stated that Idaho law dictates
that court facilities are provided by the counties. The cities themselves pass
ordinances and write tickets so they do drive part of the workload. Last year,
legislation was passed to actually change how funding happens. A funding
formula takes some of the money from the liquor fund that used to go to
the cities and is now given to the counties for the purpose of supporting the
magistrate courts.

PRESENTATION:

Chairman Lakey announced that Mr. Headlee was presenting in a House
Committee and would make his presentation later in this meeting.

RS 26534

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel, Administrative Office of the Courts, Idaho
Supreme Court, stated that RS 26534 sets forth several crimes related to the
escape of prisoners or persons that are being housed in a public institution.
Idaho Code § 18-2509 should specifically refer to the crime of aiding escape
as set forth in Idaho Code § 18-2508.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send RS 26534 to print. Senator Grow
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PRESENTATION:

Paul Headlee, Division Manager, Budget and Policy Analysis, Legislative
Services Office, stated that his goal was to help increase understanding and
familiarity with the budgeting process used in Idaho. He indicated that he
would cover a portion of the statewide level budgeting concepts and reports.
The Budget Book is the document the Legislature uses for making budget
decisions. A small portion has been attached (see Attachment 2). As shown
on page 4, the budget process flowchart reflects stages of the process.
He indicated that the agency request was on one side and the Governor's
recommendation on the other side, making easy comparison. Page 5 reflects
the six benchmarks that each budget passes through, beginning with the
current year original appropriation and ending with the following year original
appropriation. This model budget spans two different years and one of the
best attributes of the model is the flexibility built in for legislators to make
adjustments in the current year and going forward. Mr. Headlee continued
his presentation with an explanation regarding the General Fund Summary
for FY 2019 and FY 2020. The end result was a 6.8 percent increase to the
General Fund in the Governor's proposed budget.
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PRESENTATION:

Jared Hoskins, Principal Budget & Policy Analyst, Idaho Legislative Services
Office, began his presentation by giving a description of the Court Operations
Division and indicated that this division is one of three budgeted divisions of
the Judicial Branch. He stated that he would speak about the budgets of the
three divisions (see Attachment 3). He pointed out that the FY 2020 request
and FY 2020 Governor's Recommendation were very close. This is because,
by statute, the Governor is required to transmit budget requests of the judicial
branch and legislative branch as they were received. The differences are a
result in a change in employee compensation benefits. Senator Grow asked
if the executive budget was built around the amounts requested by these
three divisions. Mr. Hoskins responded that those requests are built into the
Governor's recommendation.

DISCUSSION:

Mr. Hoskins discussed the Public Defense Commission historical operating
budget summary. There was a discussion among Chairman Lakey, Senator
Burgoyne and Mr. Hoskins concerning providing security to the Public
Defense Commission's budget and if it was typical for a budget request to
come from the dedicated fund. Mr. Hoskins stated that insecurity would
result from the Commission having to ask for an increase from the dedicated
fund annually. The ideal situation would be to have a general fund amount
included in the base. He indicated that a dedicated revenue source had not
been identified in the Governor's recommendation.
Mr. Hoskins stated that the Department of Corrections was another large
agency requiring funding and budgeting. He indicated that there are
supplemental requests built in between the original appropriation and the
total appropriation to account for "population drive costs." These account
for the fluctuating costs associated with the per diems for three different
divisions. Those include the County and Out of State Placement, Correctional
Alternative Placement, and Medical Services. Mr. Hoskins gave more
detail regarding one time funding, inflationary adjustments and program
maintenance costs. He stated that the Legislative Budget Book was available
and has all the details included in the presentation.

RS 26535

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel, Administrative Office of the Courts, Idaho
Supreme Court, presented RS 26535 and stated that in some circumstances,
a court may be allowed to direct service of a summons via publication in a
newspaper. Another section of Idaho Code states that one of the requirements
is when a defendant's address is known, a copy of the summons must be
mailed to that defendant. The current form of the statute confusingly requires
that the clerk direct mailing of that, when it is the order that is issued by the
judge that directs for such mailing.

MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved to send RS 26535 to print. Senator Thayn seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 26536

Mr. Spillman presented RS 26536. He indicated that this RS deals with
the appellate process for primary election contests. Currently, the statute
states that the U.S. Supreme Court should render a decision in such cases
within ten days of receipt of the appeal. This fix would state that the Supreme
Court shall render decisions within ten days of the case becoming at issue.
Senator Burgoyne commented that at the hearing for this RS, Mr. Spillman
be prepared to discuss the deadlines that the Secretary of State and the
county clerks have to meet for the general elections.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send RS 26536 to print. Senator Grow
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
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RS 26537

Mr. Spillman presented RS 26537. He indicated that often after defendants
are found guilty in their criminal case, they will have remaining cash bail that
they have posted on deposit with the court. Those remaining monies can be
applied to the defendant's other debts owed to the court. This RS would
correct two oversights: entry of an order for withheld judgment should be
added as a triggering event for applying remaining cash bail amounts to pay
debts owed to the Court; and remaining bail monies may be applied to debts
resulting from other "infraction" actions.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send RS 26537 and RS 26555 to print. Senator
Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:56 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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AGENDA

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Wednesday, January 23, 2019
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

VOTE ON
Committee Vote on Appointment of Anna "Janie"
GUBERNATORIAL Dressen to the Commission on Pardons and
APPOINTMENT
Parole
VOTE ON
Committee Vote on Appointment of Matthew
GUBERNATORIAL Allen Thomas to the State Sexual Offender
APPOINTMENT
Management Board
GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Appointment of
APPOINTMENT
Monty Prow as Director of the Department of
HEARING
Juvenile Corrections

Monty Prow,
Director of Juvenile
Corrections

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Appointment of
APPOINTMENT
Melinda Smyser as Administrator of the Office
HEARING
of Drug Policy

Melinda Smyser,
Administrator of the
Office of Drug Policy

S 1004

Relating to the Idaho State Police

Lt. Col. Sheldon
Kelley, Idaho State
Police

S 1005

Relating to Human Trafficking

Eric D. Fredericksen,
Idaho Criminal Justice
System

If you have written testimony, please provide a copy of it along with the
name of the person or organization responsible to the committee secretary
to ensure accuracy of records.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS

COMMITTEE SECRETARY

Chairman Lakey

Sen Grow

Sharon Pennington

Vice Chairman Lee

Sen Cheatham

Room: WW48

Sen Lodge

Sen Burgoyne

Phone: 332-1317

Sen Anthon

Sen Nye

email:
sjud@senate.idaho.gov

Sen Thayn

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, January 23, 2019

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Thayn, Grow,
Cheatham, Burgoyne, and Nye

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Grow moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of Anna "Janie"
APPOINTMENT
Dressen to the Commission on Pardons and Parole to the floor with the
VOTE:
recommendation that she be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Burgoyne
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Cheatham
will carry the appointment on the floor.
GUBERNATORIAL Vice Chairman Lee moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of Matthew
APPOINTMENT
Allen Thomas to the State Sexual Offender Management Board to the floor
VOTE:
with the recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Vice Chairman Lee
will carry the appointment on the floor.
GUBERNATORIAL Monty Prow, Director of the Department of Juvenile Corrections (Department),
APPOINTMENT
stated that he had been with the Department for 17 years and 75 percent of
HEARING:
its actual existence. He indicated that he had met all 414 members of his
department, most of their contract providers, and many of their community
partners. He expressed enthusiasm for the opportunity to serve in this capacity
and the things that could be improved during his tenure.
DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee asked if Director Prow could give an update on the tracking
of the number of youth who are either on expanded cases or who were former
foster children. Director Prow stated that those children are called "crossover
youth." The Department will be working to reduce the percentage of foster kids in
juvenile settings.
Senator Thayn questioned the kind of philosophies Director Prow operated
under. Director Prow responded that research has shown there are four major
areas that make a difference in these children's lives. Research indicates that
cognitive behavioral therapy and counseling, skill building, education, and family
engagement need to be maximized to increase the possibilities of success. They
work with the children for 18 months and return them to the community in a far
better place than they were prior to that time.

Senator Lodge asked Director Prow if he had an estimate of the number of
kids that are currently in the three facilities. Director Prow stated that there
were 262 children currently being cared for. A report in the late 1990s indicated
that at this point in time, there should be approximately 800. Senator Lodge
questioned if there was a tracking ability to reflect how many leave the juvenile
justice system and go into the Department. Director Prow indicated that those
numbers are gathered on a quarterly basis and the last number was about 15
percent. Senator Lodge asked what was being done to increase the number
of career technical opportunities for kids in the system. Director Prow stated
those types of opportunities are being expanded all the time. One of the latest
has been the addition of a greenhouse in the largest facility where they grow their
own food. Students can work with chefs to gain those skills, and more Microsoft
certifications are being added all of the time.
Senator Burgoyne asked Director Prow to share some of his Army experience.
Director Prow quickly shared his military background. Senator Burgoyne
mentioned the allegations of abuse that the Department faced several years ago.
He asked Director Prow to give an update on where the Department stands on
that issue. Director Prow stated that those incidents occurred approximately
ten years ago and the people involved are gone. Steps have been taken to
ensure that such incidents are not repeated. There are cameras in every corner,
there is a culture of reporting, and they have individual quality improvement
specialists at all three facilities who report independently to Director Prow. They
have open door policies and a semi-annual reporting for the kids. The children
also have 24 hour access to a hot line if they feel they are in danger. Senator
Burgoyne stated it appeared to him that at some levels of management within
the organization, there were red flags that got overlooked. Director Prow said
that a Deputy Director had been added to their organization and his primary job
is the day-to-day operations of all facilities. This gives another layer to ensure
the safety of the kids.
Senator Nye asked what trends were being observed in human trafficking
involving juveniles in Idaho. Director Prow responded that one of the things they
look at is the demographics of the kids. They are always aware of traumatic
events in the children's lives. Idaho is four times higher than the national average
on the Adverse Childhood Experience Scale.
Senator Grow asked Director Prow why he chose to go into the Juvenile
Correction world. Director Prow stated that it was because one can really make
a positive difference in people's lives.
GUBERNATORIAL Melinda Smyser, Administrator of the Office of Drug Policy (ODP), stated
APPOINTMENT
that she would give a brief overview of this position. The ODP is the agency
HEARING:
responsible for oversight of abuse prevention in Idaho. It is tasked with
consulting decision makers regarding the best policies to reduce substance
abuse. Ms. Smyser shared some of the responsibilities in regards to Idaho
statutes: coordinating substance abuse program across the State of Idaho;
cooperating and consulting with counties and law enforcement; serve as a
repository of agreements, contracts and plans; facilitating the exchange of this
information and data across the State; staying current on what is happening
across the nation; and developing, creating and promoting Statewide campaigns
to reduce or eliminate substance abuse. Ms. Smyser expressed concern that
there wasn't an organized prevention program in schools throughout the State.
She is anxious to work with the State Department of Education (SDE) and the
Governor's Office to encourage all schools in Idaho to participate in prevention
educational activities across the board.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Lodge indicated she was concerned that schools are places where kids
know who is selling drugs and have access to them. Asked if Ms. Smyser had
any plans or suggestions on ways to educate children and their parents about the
dangers of vaping. Ms. Smyser reiterated that she didn't mean there were no
prevention programs in schools, but that there is nothing consistent Statewide.
She indicated that there were vaping programs but it was up to the individual
school whether they do that through their health programs.
Senator Burgoyne asked how Ms. Smyzer viewed tobacco in terms of it
being a gateway drug and what her role would be in that respect. Ms. Smyser
indicated she will support anything the ODP can do to help people be free from
substances, smoking and chewing included. Senator Burgoyne questioned
what kinds of changes could be made to improve the current programs. Ms.
Smyser replied that working with the SDE to get effective programming to help
children learn refusal skills, suicide prevention, prevention in regards to bullying,
and working with other agencies to get a program presented each year to
educate the students.
Chairman Lakey asked if fentanyl was on their radar. Ms. Smyser responded
that it was a concern as was the amount of illegal drugs coming in from other
states. Heroin is big and meth is coming back.
Senator Nye asked why she wanted to do this job. Ms. Smyser stated that it
was a very depressing job but she was passionate about it and wanted to help.

S 1004

Lieutenant Colonel Sheldon Kelley, Deputy Director of the Idaho State Police
(ISP), stated that the purpose of S 1004 and the Blue Alert System in general
is to decrease the chance of an officer being killed in the line of duty, as well
as citizens being harmed or killed, by alerting the public of serious threats to
law enforcement and public safety. This system was devised in 2015 and
named in honor of the two New York City police officers killed in an ambush
attack while sitting in their patrol car. The Blue Alert Network works the same
way Amber Alerts work. It will be administered by the ISP. Currently 31 states
have enacted the Blue Alert System. With the wide success of the Amber Alert
System nationwide and here in Idaho, they believe that this system will work and
increase public safety. Senator Anthon asked if there was a second message
that comes out after the first to cancel the alert. Lt. Col. Kelley responded there
is a message that cancels the alert.

DISCUSSION:

Discussion was held among Vice Chairman Lee, Senator Burgoyne, and Lt. Col.
Kelley. Lt. Col. Kelley stated that to issue the alert there would need to be a
missing officer and a suspect for the public to look for. The method used to issue
the alert would be identical to the Amber Alerts.

MOTION:

Senator Cheatham moved to send S 1004 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Anthon seconded the motion. The motion passed by
voice vote.

S 1005

Eric Fredericksen, on behalf of the Criminal Justice Commission, indicated
that he had chaired a subcommittee on human trafficking and was given the
task of reviewing the current legislation. S 1005 recognizes the fact that human
trafficking is occurring in Idaho and it is appropriate for law enforcement to
obtain related training. It also provides a definition for law enforcement to help
discern the situations that would arise as to whether they would actually be force,
fraud or coercion, and a better articulated definition of sex trafficking as well as
other instances that might rise to the level of sex trafficking. The other major
change creates an independent offense for human trafficking rather than just an
enhancement. There was a portion of the statute that was outdated requiring
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a one-time report as to how much human trafficking was occurring in Idaho.
They would like said statute removed.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked whether or not the provisions of destroying,
concealing, removing, confiscating, or possessing any passport, immigration
document or other governmental issued identification document, or abusing
or threatening abuse of the law or legal process is limited by the language
relating to force, fraud, and coercion. Mr. Fredericksen responded that was his
understanding. Senator Burgoyne questioned whether all forms of commercial
sexual activity would be illegal and constitute sex trafficking even if there was
no force, fraud, or coercion involved. Mr. Fredericksen indicated sex trafficking
is not a separate, independent offense. It is human trafficking which requires
force, fraud, or coercion.
Senator Grow and Mr. Fredericksen discussed the reference to punishment
"by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than 25 years." Senator
Grow questioned why a minimum sentencing rather than a maximum was not
considered. Mr. Fredericksen stated that mandatory minimums has gone
through some legislation in the last few years so they decided to keep the
legislation as it was written and make the actual changes with regard to human
trafficking.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send S 1005 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lodge seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Thayn, Burgoyne, Nye, and Anthon held
a discussion regarding the language contained in S 1005. They agreed that
the language could have been written more clearly but it was a good bill. The
consensus was to let the courts determine how to interpret the legislation over
time.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send S 1005 to the floor with a do pass recommendation carried
by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:35 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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AMENDED AGENDA #1

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Monday, January 28, 2019
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

VOTE ON
Committee Vote on the Appointment of Monty
GUBERNATORIAL Prow as the Director of Juvenile Corrections
APPOINTMENT
VOTE ON
Committee Vote on the Appointment of Melinda
GUBERNATORIAL Smyser as the Administrator of the Office of Drug
APPOINTMENT
Policy
PRESENTATION: Annual Update regarding Idaho Department of
Correction

Josh Tewalt, Director,
Department of
Correction

PRESENTATION: Introduction of the Magistrate Court

Senior Judge Barry
Wood, Administrative
Office of the Courts

PRESENTATION: Presentation on Pre-trial Justice

Judge James
Cawthorn, Ada
County, Fourth
Judicial District

PRESENTATION: Presentation on Civil Protection Orders/Related
Orders

Judge Jayme
Sullivan, Canyon
County, Third Judicial
District

PRESENTATION: Presentation on Impact of Amended Penalty
Provisions

Judge Victoria Olds,
Lewis County, Second
Judicial District

PRESENTATION: Presentation on Guardianship and Monitoring
Program and Achievements

Judge David Kress,
Bannock and Caribou
County, Sixth Judicial
District

If you have written testimony, please provide a copy of it along with the
name of the person or organization responsible to the committee secretary
to ensure accuracy of records.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Grow

Vice Chairman Lee
Sen Lodge

Sen Cheatham
Sen Burgoyne

Sen Anthon
Sen Thayn

Sen Nye

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, January 28, 2019

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Senators Lodge, Thayn, Cheatham, Burgoyne, and Nye

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Anthon and Grow

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:33 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Lodge moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of Monty
APPOINTMENT
Prow as Director of the Department of Juvenile Corrections to the floor with
VOTES:
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Cheatham
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Senator Nye moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of Melinda Smyser as
the Administrator of the Office of Drug Policy to the floor with recommendation
that she be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The
motion carried by voice vote.
PRESENTATION: Annual Update Regarding Idaho Department of Corrections. Josh Tewalt,
Director, Idaho Department of Corrections, presented the annual update. Mr.
Tewalt stated the agency has three issues of primary concern: staff shortages,
prison capacity, and community outcomes. In 2018, probation and parole officers
had a 23 percent staff turnover rate. All correctional security staff in prisons and
facilities was over 18 percent turnover. Those numbers translate into overtime,
creating a difficult work environment.
Mr. Tewalt reported that one of the reasons turnover has taken place is
compensation. The Governor's budget recommendation helps address the
situation with additional resources for wages. The Change in Employee
Compensation Committee report will also assist in more competitive
compensation. Another turnover issue is tolerance threshold - being willing to put
up with certain behavior for certain compensation. There is a responsibility as an
agency to ensure the staff feel valued.
Mr. Tewalt stated that the Idaho Department of Corrections has a safe operating
capacity of 7,250 beds. When combined with Correctional Alternative Placement
Program, a privately operated prison managed by Management and Training
Corporation, that number grows to 7,680 beds. Every inmate over that amount
must be housed in county jails or one of the private facilities contracted through
the GEO Group in Texas. Those facilities, Karnes County and Eagle Pass
Correctional Facility, currently hold 700 inmates. The Department of Corrections
was approved to open a community reentry center in Twin Falls, an expansion of
the St. Anthony work camp in eastern Idaho, as well as a new community reentry
center in Post Falls. Those three facilities will create 400 additional beds.

Mr. Tewalt informed the Committee that 75 percent of those entering the system
have failed on felony supervision, either probation or parole, or failed a retained
jurisdiction program. Efforts to improve outcomes in the community hinge not
just on those tasked with supervision, but also on ensuring they have the tools
to keep those on felony supervision engaged in their recovery. The Governor's
budget includes resources to provide more supervision by adding 17 additional
staff for probation and parole. The community supervision population has risen to
over 16,700 on felony supervision. Additionally, the Governor is recommending
an increase to support additional tools for our probation and parole officers.
Electronic monitoring is an effective tool not only to sanction offenders who may
be heading towards recidivism, but also to keep others meaningfully engaged in
their supervision.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne questioned what the typical workload might be in regard to
probation and parole cases. Mr. Tewalt responded that as a general rule for high
risk individuals, they would like to see 50 cases at maximum. With high moderates,
around 50, and as they move into level one and two classification, those numbers
are able to grow. Chairman Lakey thanked Mr. Tewalt for his presentation.

PRESENTATION: Judge Barry Wood, Senior District Judge, Administrative Office of the Courts,
stated that as a Senior District Judge, he currently serves as the Deputy
Administrative Director of the Courts. Judge Wood explained that he served as
a magistrate judge from 1987 to 1994. The magistrate court is a division of the
district court. The combination of the district courts and magistrate courts is what
is referred to as trial courts, as opposed to the appellate courts, which is the Court
of Appeals and the Supreme Court. Idaho currently has 93 magistrate judges and
by the end of the legislative session they hope to have 95 (attachment 1).
PRESENTATION: Judge James Cawthorn, Ada County, Fourth Judicial District, relayed to the
Committee that as a magistrate judge in Ada County, he focuses on pretrial
justice, the period in a criminal case between arrest and disposition. The main
concern is protecting the community and victims, and protecting and insuring
constitutional rights. In the beginning, only eight counties had representation at
the initial arraignment. Through additional funding, there are now 41 counties
providing representation. In 2014, only 18 counties provided any type of pretrial
services; in 2019, that number is now 31 (see attachment 1).
PRESENTATION: Judge Jayme Sullivan, Canyon County, Third Judicial District, explained that
she is one of nine magistrate judges in Canyon County and has been serving
as a magistrate for almost seven years. She is also the President of the Idaho
Magistrate Judges Association and her presentation focused on civil protection
orders. Civil protection orders are written court orders that prohibit violent or
harassing behavior, designed to protect individuals and families from perpetrators.
In 1988 Idaho passed the Domestic Violence Crime Prevention Act which
expanded the ability of the courts to provide a legal means for victims to prevent
future abuse. In 2016 the legislature expanded who could apply for a protection
order and on what grounds. A petitioner no longer needed a qualifying relationship
and a protection order could be issued upon a preponderance of evidence. The
number of filings increased statewide from an average of 4,500 to almost 8,000
(see attachment 1)
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne questioned if the courts felt it necessary to sanction frivolous
petitions. Judge Sullivan stated that policy questions were best left to the
legislature, and judges were not sanctioning those types of petitions. Chairman
Lakey pointed out that expanding who could apply for a protection order, and on
what grounds, was intended to provide protection. He asked how they could
make sure they were meritorious filings, versus frivolous filings. Judge Sullivan
informed them there has been a committee from the courts working with Senator
Burgoyne to tighten the language. Chairman Lakey inquired if in her experience
she had seen firearm restrictions as a condition of probation in misdemeanor
domestic violence cases. Judge Sullivan responded she could not say as it is
covered under federal statute.

PRESENTATION: Judge Victoria Olds, Lewis County, Second Judicial District, stated she is from
Nez Perce, Idaho, but travels to Lewiston and Latah counties also. She handles
child protection and juvenile cases, as well as general magistrate cases, but
her presentation would cover the impact of amended penalty provisions. Judge
Olds explained that infractions are civil penalties, there is no incarceration, no
ability to arrest, but the process is similar to a misdemeanor so criminal rules
of evidence apply. In July 2018, driving without privileges became infractions.
Those infractions had a $150 fine with court costs. The second infraction in five
years had a $300 fine with court costs. The third one in five years became a
misdemeanor. Currently there is no license suspension for failure to pay infraction
fines. They are no longer able to enforce payment of infractions, and the tax
intercept is no longer available (see attachment 1).
PRESENTATION: Judge David Kress, Bannock and Caribou County, Sixth Judicial District, gave
his presentation on the 2017 statewide implementation of the guardianship and
monitoring program. He explained that guardianship cases came in three different
types: incapacitated adults, minors that need guardians, and developmentally
delayed adults. Incapacitated adults are usually aging people that are having
incapacity. Minors need guardians when their parents cannot provide a stable
environment, their rights have been terminated, or there is abuse, neglect, or
abandonment. Developmentally delayed adults are cases where they had a
disability prior to the age of 18, but now have no one to make decisions for them.
Judge Kress stressed that guardianship is a powerful tool bringing needed
protection, but also removes fundamental rights, putting a vulnerable person at
risk of abuse, neglect, and exploitation. Guardianship monitoring by the courts
is critical to identify abuses and ensure the welfare of vulnerable adults (see
attachment 1).
Chairman Lakey thanked all the magistrates for the work they do, and for taking
the time to come and speak to the Committee.
ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:58 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
____________________________
Machele Hamilton
Assistant Secretary
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SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

RS26545

Relating to Idaho Code 7-1509 by updating the
dollar value limit for cases which fall under the
small lawsuit criteria.

Barbara Jordan,
Idaho Trial Lawyers
Association

RS26597

Relating to inmate trainee participation in work
training programs offered through the Idaho
Correctional Industries (ICI).

Senator Patti Anne
Lodge, Idaho State
Senate

RS26616

Relating to the addition of one new district judge
position with resident chambers in Ada County.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Council,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

RS26617

Relating to the Supreme Court established yearly
Magistrate Institute and a two phase New Judge
Orientation to provide trainings for new judges.
To amend Idaho Code § 1-2206 to allow new
magistrates to attend the Magistrate Institute
within one year of taking office.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Council,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

S 1023

Relating to the addition of certain employees of
Senator Dan Johnson,
the Department of Parks and Recreation to the list Idaho State Senate
of personnel covered under Idaho Code Chapter
9 § 18-915.

PRESENTATION Overview of the Idaho Department of Juvenile
Corrections.

Monty Prow,
Director of the
Idaho Department of
Juvenile Corrections

PRESENTATION Overview of the State Appellate Public Defender's Eric Fredrickson,
State Appellate Public
Office.
Defender's Office
S 1018

Relating to clarifying the penalty provisions of
Idaho Code § 18-2509 only apply to the "preceding
section." This section's reference to "this act"
should specifically refer to the crime of aiding
escape as set forth in Idaho Code § 18-2508.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Council,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

S 1019

Relating to the language of Idaho Code § 5-509
which should be modified to clarify that the "order"
and not the "clerk" directs the mailing of a copy of
the summons and complaint to defendants with
known address.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Council,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

S 1021

Relating to Bail monies. Entry of an order
withholding judgment should be added as a
triggering event for applying remaining cash bail
amounts to pay debts the defendant owes the
court. Applying remaining bail monies to debts
resulting from other "Infraction" actions against
the defendant should also be allowed.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Council,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

S 1022

Relating to the removal of conflicting statutory
penalty ranges for juror contempt.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Council,
Administrative Office
of the Courts
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

RS 26545

Barbara Jordan, representing the Idaho Trial Lawyers Association, stated that
RS 26545 is a portion of the Small Lawsuit Resolution Act passed by the Idaho
Legislature in 2002. This section would allow the parties who still need to go to
trial after going through the process to enter into this trial de novo process but it
does not increase the monetary amount from $25,000 to $35,000.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to send RS 26545 to print. Senator Burgoyne seconded the
motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

RS 26597

Senator Lodge, indicated that RS 26597 is the Inmate Work Training Program,
which is offered through Idaho Correctional Industries. This bill is a result of
several years of work. The main goal of the program is to reduce recidivism.
Statistics show that 70 percent of those who enter the criminal justice system will
be back within the first three years after release. This work training program will
create opportunities for inmates to get experience in the workplace atmosphere,
the ability to pay the restitution costs, and court costs, and save for re-entry into
society. Many problems faced by the inmates are a result of the costs they still
have, and consequently they return to their old ways.

MOTION:

Senator Grow moved to send RS 26597 to print. Senator Cheatham seconded
the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

RS 26616

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel for the Administrative Office of the Courts, Idaho
Supreme Court, stated that RS 26616 requests to add a district judge position
for the 4th Judicial District. The last time a judge was added was in 2013, and
since that time Ada County alone has grown 16 percent and the District Court
case loads have increased proportionally. The costs associated with adding this
position were included in the Administrative Office of the Court's budget presented
to the Joint Finance and Appropriations Committee (JFAC).
Senator Lee asked why this bill was being printed before JFAC action was
taken. Mr. Spillman responded that JFAC likes to see a bill progress through the
process before it makes its recommendation.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send RS 26616 to print. Senator Thayn seconded
the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

RS 26617

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel for the Administrative Office of the Courts, Idaho
Supreme Court, stated that RS 26617 seeks to amend the section of Idaho Code
currently requiring magistrate judges to attend a Magistrate Institute before they
take office. Within their first year they are subject to four separate trainings. This
RS seeks to change the requirement that new magistrates attend the Magistrate
Institute within one year of taking the bench.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send RS 26617 to print. Senator Burgoyne seconded
the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

S 1023

Senator Dan Johnson, District 6, indicated that S 1023 changes the Idaho Code
regarding assault and battery of Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
(IDPR) personnel. The director of the IDPR has the right to issue Idaho uniform
citations and the authority to delegate that to other employees of IDPR. This is in
line with employees of the Idaho Department of Water Resources personnel. A
special class is not created. This bill brings these employees into compliance and
consistency with the rest of the code. The code also states that if someone is in a
uniform or has a badge of some sort, we need to respect that line of authority.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send S 1023 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lee seconded the motion. The motion passed by
voice vote.

PRESENTATION: Monty Prow, Director, Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections (IDJC), stated
that the mission of his department was to develop productive citizens and active
partnership with communities. The State and the counties are partners working
with justice-involved youth and their families. Prevention efforts are the best
investment that can be made. Partnership is a cornerstone of juvenile justice in
Idaho. To internalize value change, positive community transitions are required.
IDJC funds are distributed to counties and local communities to support effective
programming and a reintegration initiative which result in fewer commitments.
Data supports treating youth in the least restrictive environment as possible.
If youth are committed, research indicates that there are four strategies that
contribute to them being successful. They include career technical education,
independent living skills, education, and family engagement. The youth who
do require the services of the IDJC have mental health issues that are three
times greater than the general population. Trauma needs are four times greater
than the general population and 47 percent of committed youth have a need for
an Individual Education Program (IEP). IDJC has a good record of outcomes
upon the youth's release. Ninety-seven percent of youth feel they have the
skills necessary to establish positive relations in the community. Director Prow
showed a video of the inside workings of one of their facilities. You may see it at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX13djE-tjY. Those involved in working with
the youth have the attitude of validating the juveniles that they are doing the best
they can, but pushing and motivating them to do better (see Attachment 1).
DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee and Director Prow held a discussion regarding recidivism
rates and their measurement questions. Director Prow reiterated that nationally,
there is no definition for recidivism. He indicated that Idaho has a 12-month post
release from custody follow-up. He pointed out that they still need more help in
the area of community transition support. Director Prow assured the Committee
that their tracking system is data-driven and whatever information is needed
could be provided.
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PRESENTATION: Eric Frederickson, State Appellate Public Defender's Office (Office), explained
that the Office was created for the purpose of providing relief to overburdened
counties, providing competent counsel, and to avoid paying high hourly rates to
employ independent counsel. The right to assistance of counsel in an appeal from
a felony conviction is guaranteed by the United States and Idaho Constitutions.
Mr. Frederickson discussed the types of cases his office works with and pointed
out that workload is not measured by the number of cases, but by the complexity
of cases. He also discussed the active death penalty litigation in Idaho and
indicated that any first degree murder case up to a certain point in time could
become a death penalty case (see Attachment 2).
S 1018

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel to the Administrative Office of the Courts, Idaho
Supreme Court, stated that S 1018 relates to contradictory language in the body
of Idaho Code § 18-2509. It seems to expand application of the stated penalties to
any violation of "this act." The act includes several crimes other than aiding escape
with differing penalties. This amendment will clarify that the penalty provisions of
§ 18-2508, and not to the other prisoner escape crimes in Title 18, Chapter 25."

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne commented that it might be time for classifications as either
misdemeanors or felonies to be considered. He suggested that this may be an
opportunity to put this in the 14th Order and do something about the sanction that
is involved. Mr. Frederickson pointed out that there are two different levels of
crime included in S 1018: an officer assisting in the escape, and a private person
aiding escape, both of which can rise to the level of felonies.
Senator Lodge questioned some of the language of the bill. She asked if some of
the words are even proper words in today's vernacular. Senator Lodge suggested
S 1018 should be held and the language cleaned up before sending it to the floor.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send S 1018 to the 14th Order of Business for
possible amendment. Senator Nye seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Thayn stated that he would be voting against the motion. Senator Nye
explained that his reason for the second was to clean this up and strike the $25
minimum. Vice Chairman Lee said that she supported the motion because it
could be done very quickly and not create substantive changes. Chairman Lakey
moved to send S 1018 to the 14th Order of Business.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send S 1018 to the 14th Order of Business passed by voice vote.
Senator Thayn requested that he be recorded as voting nay.

S 1019

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel to the Administrative Office of the Courts, Idaho
Supreme Court, stated that S 1019 seeks to allow the court to order service of civil
summons by publication in a newspaper in certain circumstances. Additionally, a
section of this bill seeks to set forth specific requirements for what should be in the
order directing such service by publication. If the defendant's address is known,
then a copy of the summons and complaint must be mailed to that address. The
current statute requires the clerk to direct such mailing. The suggestion is to
change that reference to a clerk to the order directing service so that the order will
be directing the mailing as well.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon asked if the mailing was going to the post office with the
assumption that they would try to locate the appropriate address for the summons
and complaint to be delivered. Mr. Spillman responded that he did not believe
that was the intention. He stated that he thought it referred to the manner in
which the mailing would be accomplished. Senator Burgoyne suggested that the
language was outdated. His opinion was that the intention of it was to mail it, pay
the postage, and let the office receive it and send it through the postal system.
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MOTION:

Senator Nye moved to send S 1019 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Anthon seconded the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

S 1021

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel to the Administrative Office of the Courts, Idaho
Supreme Court, explained that often after a defendant is found guilty, there will
be remaining cash deposited with the Court as well as bail money. The current
form of the statute does not allow those monies to be applied in situations where
judgment has been withheld, even though it was based upon a finding of guilt.
The recommended fix would be allowing application of remaining bail monies in
situations where judgement has been withheld or the debts to the court are the
result of infractions.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Thayn asked if there was a difference between a cash deposit and a bail
bondsman. Mr. Spillman answered that there was a difference. He explained
that bail bondsmen do not actually place any money with the court, whereas a
defendant, relative, or anyone else could post an actual cash amount to achieve
the defendant's release. Bail bondsmen sign an assurity agreement that works
like an insurance contract. He indicated that there could be some confusion in a
situation where a defendant thinks they may be getting some money back but the
Legislature has enacted a statute requires the defendant to satisfy his/her debts.
Chairman Lakey reiterated that these are already monies that are owed to the
courts, and in some cases the counties. An unintended consequence of this bill is
when the money that is owed to the court is given back to the individual who has
the judgment, and the county has to try to collect it back.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send S 1021 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion passed by
voice vote.

S 1022

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel to the Administrative Office of the Courts, Idaho
Supreme Court, stated that S 1022 seeks to resolve conflict in penalties for not
participating in jury service. There are two separate penalty provisions for jurors
that are found in contempt for failing to participate in their jury service. The fix
would be to repeal the older of the two sections and keep the most recent one.

MOTION:

Senator Nye moved to send S 1022 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:40 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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Office of
The State Appellate
Public Defender

I.C. § 19-868: Statement of Legislative Intent in
creating the SAPD: The cost of legal
representation for indigent defendants on
appeal “is an extraordinary burden on the
counties….”
 to

reduce that burden

 to

provide competent counsel

 avoid

paying high hourly rates to
independent counsel

Capital Crimes Defense Fund


Created in 1998 by I.C.§19863A



CCDF acts like an insurance
program


Counties pay an annual
premium based upon
population



The counties pay a $10K
deductible per case,
then the fund covers the
additional defense costs



As of December 2016, all 44
counties participate



CCDF is managed by a 7
member Board of Directors
elected by the counties



Counties that participate in
the fund also receive the
services of the SAPD as
defined in I.C.§19-868, et.
seq.

The Right To Counsel


The right to effective assistance of counsel
in an appeal of right from a felony
conviction is guaranteed by the United
States and Idaho Constitutions.



The right to counsel in a post-conviction
action is provided by Idaho statute and is
discretionary in felony cases and mandatory
in capital cases.

SAPD Staff


Administrative




Capital Litigation Unit




2 lead attorneys (1 is Chief of CLU), 1 staff attorney, 1 mitigation
specialist, 1 investigator, 1 support staff

Appellate Unit




Eric D. Fredericksen, State Appellate Public Defender, 1 office
administrator, 1 part-time runner

1 Chief of AU, 11 staff attorneys, 3 support staff, 1 receptionist

Total: 24 Full-Time Employees, 1 Part-Time Employee

Appellate Unit Case Types


Direct Appeals




Review of what occurred in
court, on the record



Reviewing whether the district
court did its job consistently
with the law




An appeal from the felony
conviction itself or grant of
motion in a felony case on
appeal by the State of Idaho

Review of some unpreserved
Constitutional violations

Habeas Corpus Appeals


Generally limited to claims
regarding conditions of
confinement



Some claims regarding
parole processes



Post-Conviction Appeals I.C. §194901, et. seq.


Civil Action in which the
former defendant sues the
State asserting specific errors



Allows the petitioner to
provide evidence of things
that occurred out of court
and off the record



Proper vehicle to raise claims
of Ineffective Assistance of
Counsel

Appellate Unit
Caseload vs. Workload


Caseload measures
the number of cases
opened by the SAPD
within a given fiscal
year. The opened
date is the date the
Notice of Appeal is
filed.



Workload measures
the average
weighted value of
case work handled
by an Appellate Unit
attorney.



FY2015: 702



FY2015: 49.70



FY2016: 568



FY2016: 52.80



FY2017: 537



FY2017: 42.00



FY2018: 604



FY2018: 53.30

Capital Unit Case Types


Post-Conviction
Proceedings in District
Court
 Filing

Relief

of Petition for

 Investigation
 Summary

Dismissal
Proceedings

 Evidentiary

Hearings

 Consolidated

Appeal
 Includes both the
Direct Appeal and
the Post-Conviction
Appeal
 Interlocutory Appeals
in Post-Conviction

Active Death Penalty
Litigation - Idaho


SAPD has 3 active cases in its Capital Litigation
Unit:


Timothy Dunlap – On remand from Supreme Court
partial grant of Post Conviction Relief.



Erick Virgil Hall (Hall II) – Pending Evidentiary Hearing
in Post Conviction.



Jonathan David Renfro – Death Verdict 11/6/17.



30 active First Degree Murder cases in Idaho’s
district courts.



Death Notice filed in 6 cases.

Commissions and
Committees
 Idaho

Criminal Justice Commission
 Public Defense Commission
 Idaho Grant Council
 Idaho Supreme Court Technology
Committee
 Idaho Criminal Rules Committee
 Idaho Rules of Evidence Committee
 Idaho Appellate Rules Committee
 Idaho Rules of Evidence Committee

“There can be no equal justice where the kind of trial a man
gets depends on the amount of money he has.”
Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12 (1956)
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SUBJECT
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GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Appointment
APPOINTMENT
of Mike H. Matthews to the Commission on
HEARING
Pardons and Parole

Mike H. Matthews

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Appointment of
APPOINTMENT
Colonel Kedrick Wills as Director of the Idaho
HEARING
State Police

Colonel Kedrick Wills

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Appointment
APPOINTMENT
of Ashley Dowell as Executive Director to the
HEARING
Commission of Pardons and Parole

Ashley Dowell

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Appointment
APPOINTMENT
of Jeffrey A. Betts to the Sexual Offender
HEARING
Management Board

Jeffrey A. Betts

S 1003

Relating to Human Trafficking - The Addition
of a new Section of Idaho Code to provide
for Diversion for a Minor Victim of Human
Trafficking, To provide certain conditions for
Diversion and to provide an Affirmative Defense

Eric D.Frederickson,
State Appellate
Public Defender

H 30

Relating to Criminal Defendants - To Provide for
Certain Notification and for the Appointment of
Designation of an Evaluation Committee and to
Make Technical Corrections

Blake Brumfield,
Program Manager,
DD Crisis Prevention
& Court Services

H 31

Relating to Divorce - To Revise a Provision
Jason Spillman,
Regarding when a Final Decree shall be Entered Legal Counsel
Administrative Office
of the Courts

H 32

Relating to Motor Vehicles - To Provide for
Substance Use Disorders Service Providers and
Substance Use Disorder Assessments and to
make Technical Corrections

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel
Administrative Office
of the Courts

H 33

Relating to Search Warrants - To Provide
that an Oral Statement shall be Transcribed if
Requested and to Make Technical Corrections

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel
Administrative Office
of the Courts

H 34

Relating to Sexual Offender Registration - To
Revise and Correct a term used in 18-6608

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel
Administrative Office
of the Courts
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee (Committee)
to order at 1:32 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL Mike H. Matthews, under consideration for his re-appointment to the
APPOINTMENT
Commission on Pardons and Parole (Commission), introduced himself to the
HEARING:
Committee. He described his personal, educational, and work background and
stood for questions.
DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey asked Mr. Matthews to discuss the issue of recidivism and his
thoughts on potential changes that can be made to the process to help with that
issue. Mr. Matthews replied that individuals often come back with new crimes,
and he discussed how the new diversion program has the potential to help. He
also emphasized the importance of community service, supervision, and mental
health services in successfully re-integrating a parolee.
Vice Chairman Lee asked Mr. Matthews if he had seen an improvement in
moving through cases and asked if he would like to express anything in terms of
resources, support, or compensation. Mr. Matthews discussed the turnaround
rate for parole commissioners to read and review cases, and noted that if they
are short-staffed, the Commission's work load increases. He expressed the
importance of having sufficient time to prepare, especially for hearings.
Senator Thayn inquired about the relationship between successful re-integration
and parolees having a well-defined plan to go forward. Mr. Matthews described
the three-part approach for a successful re-integration plan, which involved 1.)
having a place to live; 2.) having a job; and 3.) defining the after care they need.
After a question from Senator Grow, Mr. Matthews indicated that he tried not to
let his work affect him at home. He stressed that the Commission tried to make
educated decisions, but sometimes those people go on to commit further crimes.

GUBERNATORIAL Colonel Kedrick Wills, under consideration for his appointment as the Director
APPOINTMENT
of the Idaho State Police (ISP), introduced himself to the Committee. He stated
HEARING:
that he has been with the ISP for over 23 years and was before the Committee
a year ago as well. Following a question from Senator Lee, Colonel Wills
expressed his admiration for the dedication and intelligence throughout the ISP.
He talked about the importance of getting ideas and input from ground-level
people, as well as the up hill battle they face with the drug situation.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne wondered what the biggest challenges for ISP were and how
the legislature could help. Colonel Wills replied that their biggest challenge was
maintaining quality customer service with the high level of population growth.

Colonel Wills and Senator Anthon discussed the need for more state troopers
in rural areas where response times were longer. Senator Lodge asked about
the progress of Idaho Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST), to which
Colonel Wills answered that the new administrator was a solid leader and that
POST was in a good position. He advised that the Governor's recommendation
for funding would help them get where they needed to be.
GUBERNATORIAL Ashley Dowell, under consideration for her appointment as Executive Director to
APPOINTMENT
the Commission of Pardons and Parole (Commission), introduced herself to the
HEARING:
Committee. She described her background in corrections and mental health and
stated she was a Meridian native. Chairman Lakey asked for clarification on the
parole plan discussed earlier by Mr. Matthews. Ms. Dowell indicated that such
a plan is reviewed by Probation and Parole as well as by the Commissioners
during a parole hearing.
Vice Chairman Lee asked Ms. Dowell to highlight what changes or
improvements she would bring to the position. Ms. Dowell remarked she would
like to maintain strong relationships within the criminal justice community and
conduct further education about the function of parole, which she claims needs
to be re-branded. She would also like to repair some relationships that may
have been strained during justice reinvestment. In response to another question
from Senator Lee, Ms. Dowell emphasized the importance of a parolee's
relationship with their parole officer. If the parole officer has a large caseload,
a good relationship may be difficult.
Senator Burgoyne asked Ms. Dowell to discuss parolee supervision, the
"revolving door" concept, and civil commitments. Ms. Dowell again stressed the
importance of good relationships with parole officers. She doesn't believe that
recidivism can be completely eradicated; people often fall back into old habits.
Some improvements to supervision could include more community resources
and recognizing contributing factors earlier, especially for juveniles. Ms. Dowell
also said that a process for civil commitments already existed.
GUBERNATORIAL Jeffrey A. Betts, under consideration for re-appointment to the Sexual Offender
APPOINTMENT
Management Board (Board), introduced himself to the Committee. He discussed
HEARING:
working with juvenile sexual offenders and described the differences between
working with them and adult offenders. Mr. Betts also discussed recidivism
rates between adults and juveniles and improvements made to the assessment
process.
Senator Lodge asked Mr. Betts to expound on the process of identifying risk
levels. Mr. Betts claimed this was one of the nine original tasks set to the Board.
Redeveloping standards for state providers and having quality evaluations are
imperative.
S 1003

Eric D. Frederickson, State Appellate Public Defender, presented this bill:
Relating to Human Trafficking—the Addition of a new Section of Idaho Code
to provide for Diversion for a Minor Victim of Human Trafficking, to provide
certain conditions for Diversion and to provide an Affirmative Defense. Mr.
Frederickson explained this was the second piece of legislation to come from
the Idaho Criminal Justice Commission, which he represented. The intent of
the bill concerns safe harbor protection of victims of human trafficking as well
as allowing diversion, at the prosecutor's discretion, where the offense is a
direct and immediate result of human trafficking. He emphasized the diversion
program is a contractual agreement.
Senator Anthon asked for clarification on the list in Idaho Code §18-301(2),
which Mr. Frederickson answered was intended to identify offenses without a
direct victim.
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DISCUSSION:

A discussion ensued between Mr. Frederickson and Senators Anthon, Burgoyne,
Lee, and Thayn about certain language in the bill, particularly relating to minor
versus adult victims, mandatory placement in facilities, and prosecutor discretion.
Mr. Frederickson illustrated that victims can be placed in safe houses but are
not required to stay, and that sometimes a prosecutor will decide not to divert
or even charge a victim; however, the victim, whether a child or adult, has the
right to counsel. There was some concern from Senators Lee and Thayn that
language in the bill didn't reflect what Mr. Frederickson was describing. Senator
Burgoyne suggested adding more flexibility to the language.
Senator Thayn and Mr. Frederickson discussed the danger of a victim
returning to a handler or human trafficker who may be waiting outside if they
were released. Mr. Frederickson explained why that may happen and how the
diversion program could help avoid it.

TESTIMONY:

Jennifer Zielinski, Executive Director of the Idaho Anti-Trafficking Coalition, Inc.,
submitted written testimony in support of S 1003 (see Attachment 1).
Senator Thayn stated that due to the language of the bill, he could not support it
at this time.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send S 1003 to the 14th Order of Business for
possible amendment. Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon and Chairman Lakey expressed their appreciation of the
work that went into the bill and their hope that language issues would be
resolved during amendment. Senator Burgoyne believed language should give
prosecutors more discretion.

VOICE VOTE

The motion to send S 1003 to the 14th Order of Business for possible amendment
passed by voice vote.
Chairman Lakey stated that the remaining agenda items would be addressed
during the meeting on February 6, 2019.

ADJOURNED:

Seeing no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting
at 3:03 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary

_____________________________
Jessica Goodwin
Assistant Clerk
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AGENDA

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Wednesday, February 06, 2019
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

VOTE ON
Committee vote on the Appointment of Mike H.
GUBERNATORIAL Matthews to the Commission on Pardons and
APPOINTMENT
Parole.
VOTE ON
Committee vote on the Appointment of Colonel
GUBERNATORIAL Kedrick Wills as Director of the Idaho State
APPOINTMENT
Police.
VOTE ON
Committee vote on the Appointment of Ashley
GUBERNATORIAL Dowell as Executive Director to the Commission
APPOINTMENT
of Pardons and Parole.
VOTE ON
Committee vote on the Appointment of Jeffrey A.
GUBERNATORIAL Betts to the Sexual Offender Management Board.
APPOINTMENT
S 1042

Relating to the Supreme Court established yearly
Magistrate Institute and two phase New Judge
Orientation to provide trainings for new judges.
To amend Idaho Code §1-2206 to allow new
magistrates to attend the Magistrate Institute
within one year of taking office.

Jason Slade Spillman,
Legal Council,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

S 1043

Relating to the addition of one new district judge
position with resident chambers in Ada County.

Jason Slade Spillman,
Legal Council,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

PRESENTATION

Overview of the Idaho State Police Forensic
Services

Matthew Gamette,
ISP Forensic Services
Director

PRESENTATION

Introduction of the District Court

Senior Judge Barry
Wood, Administrative
Office of the Courts

PRESENTATION

Presentation on the need for additional judges in
the Fourth Judicial District

Administrative District
Judge Melissa Moody,
Fourth Judicial District

PRESENTATION

Presentation on Court Reports

Administrative District
Judge Eric Wildman,
Fifth Judicial District

PRESENTATION

Presentation on Problem-Solving Courts in Idaho District Judge Jeff
Brudie, Second
Judicial District

PRESENTATION

Presentation on Wave 3 Implementation and
Future Buildout of Odyssey

Administrative District
Judge Mitchell Brown,
Sixth Judicial District

If you have written testimony, please provide a copy of it along with the
name of the person or organization responsible to the committee secretary
to ensure accuracy of records.
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Wednesday, February 06, 2019
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1:30 P.M.
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Room WW54
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Chairman Lakey, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Thayn, Grow, Cheatham,
Burgoyne, and Nye

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Vice Chairman Lee

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained
with the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and
will then be located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services
Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:33 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL
APPOINTMENT VOTE:

Senator Anthon moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of Mike
H. Matthews to the Commission of Pardons and Parole to the floor with
a recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
APPOINTMENT VOTE:

Senator Lodge moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of Colonel
Kedrick Wills as Director of the Idaho State Police to the floor with
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Burgoyne
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
APPOINTMENT VOTE:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of
Ashley Dowell as Executive Director to the Commission of Pardons and
Parole to the floor with recommendation that she be confirmed by the
Senate. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
APPOINTMENT VOTE:

Senator Anthon moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of Jeffrey
A. Betts to the Sexual Offender Management Board to the floor with
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

S 1042

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel, Administrative Office of the Courts,
presented S 1042 relating to the addition of one new district judge position
with resident chambers in Ada County. Mr. Spillman explained this
amendment seeks to change the training requirement for new magistrates.
The current statute requires magistrates attend the Magistrate Institute
(Institute) before taking the bench. Prior to a 2015 amendment to this
statute, magistrates only needed a high school diploma or General
Education Diploma (GED). This amendment will allow new magistrates
to attend the Institute within one year of taking office. Mr. Spillman
requested the Committee approve S 1042 with a do pass recommendation.

MOTION:

Senator Grow moved to send S 1042 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote.
Chairman Lakey announced that S 1043 would be moved to the end
of the agenda.

PRESENTATION:

Matthew Gamette, Idaho State Police Forensic Services Director (ISPFS),
reported on the Idaho Sexual Assault Kit Tracking System (IKTS). Mr.
Gamette provided background on the various Idaho labs and discussed
the average turnaround times for processing kits. He explained that Idaho
was the first state to implement a full kit tracking program and specified
that IKTS was shared freely with public entities. He outlined what the
program tracked, including kits received, time to lab, and testing time, and
then discussed the challenges ISPFS has faced with the program.
Mr. Gamette also outlined the program's successes since implementation,
particularly regarding new testing methods which have expedited the
process. In addition, updated management principles have increased
efficiency and output. He overviewed the efforts ISPFS has made to
provide sexual assault nurse examiners (SANE) and sexual assault
response teams (SART) throughout the State, especially in rural areas.
The goal is to train 250 nurses for the SANE position and have a SART
coordinator in every community. In addition, the Idaho Sexual Assault Kit
Initiative (ISAKI) published the first Idaho sexual assault response guide.
Mr. Gamette ended by describing ISPFS's upcoming goals, including:
lowering turnaround time for all kits to 30 days; offering SANE training
throughout the state; and continuing working with ISAKI (see Attachment
1).
Senator Burgoyne asked if Mr. Gamette anticipated new legislation
coming forward regarding the 30-day turnaround and other challenges.
Mr. Gamette replied that he did anticipate legislation being introduced
this session.

PRESENTATION:

Senior Judge Barry Wood, Administrative Office of the Courts, described
the State's court structure and introduced the remaining presenting judges
(see Attachment 2 for all District Judge presentations).

PRESENTATION:

Administrative District Judge Melissa Moody, Fourth Judicial District,
stated her intent to ask the legislature to fund two new magistrate positions
and one new district judge position—all for Ada County. Judge Moody
highlighted the excessive case load for both magistrates and district
judges, which is above the state average. The last legislatively funded
district judge was in 2012. She emphasized that if these positions are
funded, they will still not have what they need.

PRESENTATION:

Administrative District Judge Eric Wildman, Fifth Judicial District,
discussed the importance of court reporters. He explained the record and
the vital position a court reporter plays in keeping it. He noted the training
requirements for the position and indicated the State has difficulty retaining
and recruiting them. The Fifth Judicial District has offset their deficiencies
by borrowing reporters from other counties, hiring free-lance reporters,
and in some courts, using a remote recording program. Judge Wildman
explained the disadvantages of these alternatives and emphasized the
efficiency of an in-person reporter. He also explained why recording audio
and later transcribing is problematic. He ended by outlining the Idaho
Supreme Court's plan to address the recruitment problem, which includes
increasing compensation and developing a workforce using dual credit
and online education opportunities.
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PRESENTATION:

District Judge Jeff Brudie, Second Judicial District, discussed the
history and current status of Problem-Solving Courts (PSCs) in Idaho. He
described the types of PSCs, their distribution throughout the state, and
noted that they are not assigned courts; judges volunteer for them. The
success of a PSC is correlated to the court's team members, especially
treatment providers and probation officers. Judge Brudie explained the
problems participants face, participant requirements, and the various
lengths of programs. He also discussed the effectiveness of PSCs in
terms of recidivism rates and program failure.

PRESENTATION:

Administrative District Judge Mitchell Brown, Sixth Judicial District,
presented on the Wave 3 implementation and buildout of the new Idaho
Judiciary iCourt (Odyssey) electronic case management system. He
described how the previous system became obsolete and gave an
overview of the first two waves of implementation of Odyssey. Twin
Falls was the pilot county for Odyssey, and Ada County adopted it in
2016; Odyssey and mandatory e-filing were subsequently rolled out
throughout the remainder of Idaho for the third wave. Judge Brown noted
the immediate successes of the system and the improvement from the
previous system. He outlined the next steps for Odyssey, which includes
implementing the first update.
Chairman Lakey announced that S 1043 would be addressed during
the next scheduled meeting. He asked the presenting judges to stand
for questions.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked Judge Moody to reiterate the average case load
for judges compared to the state average in her district. Judge Moody
provided the numbers with a disclaimer that they were a work in progress.
Senator Anthon asked Judge Moody if her district had the necessary
facilities to handle the positions for which she was requesting funding.
Judge Moody replied that, despite the already limited space, they would
make room.
Chairman Lakey asked Judge Brudie to clarify the difference between
child protection courts and young adult drug courts, which Judge Brudie
explained. He asked Judge Brudie for clarification on PSCs being
volunteer courts and discussed a case study with him. Senator Burgoyne
asked Judge Brudie if specialty courts being in the community and having
greater availability to local social services contributed to their success.
Judge Brudie confirmed that having a good court team with mental health
and vocational rehabilitation resources was helpful.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned
the meeting at 2:59 p.m.

___________________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

__________________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary

__________________________________
Jessica Goodwin
Assistant Secretary
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AMENDED AGENDA #1

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Friday, February 08, 2019
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

RS26819

Relating to Law Enforcement Agents - To prohibit
engagement in motorcycle profiling

Senator Lee Heider,
Idaho State Senate

RS26546C1

Relating to Bounty Hunters - To set, for the
profession of bounty hunting, guidelines which do
not currently exist

Michael Kane, Idaho
Sheriffs Association

H 31

Relating to Divorce - To revise a position regarding Jason Spillman, Legal
when a final decree shall be entered
Council Administrative
Office of the Courts

H 32

Relating to Motor Vehicles - To provide for
Jason Spillman, Legal
substance use disorders, service providers and
Council Administrative
substance use disorder assessments and to make Office of the Courts
technical corrections

H 33

Relating to Search Warrants - To provide that an
oral statement shall be transcribed if requested
and to make technical corrections

Jason Spillman, Legal
Council Administrative
Office of the Courts

H 34

Relating to Sexual Offender Registration - To
revise and correct a term used in 18-6608

Jason Spillman, Legal
Council Administrative
Office of the Courts

S 1043

Relating to the addition of one new district judge
position with resident chambers in Ada County

Jason Spillman, Legal
Council Administrative
Office of the Courts
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EXCUSED:

Senator Nye

NOTE:
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the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee (Committee) to
order at 1:30 p.m.

RS 26819

Relating to Law Enforcement Agents - To prohibit engagement in motorcycle
profiling. Senator Lee Heider, District 24, presented RS 26819, relating to
Law Enforcement agents - To prohibit engagement in motorcycle profiling. He
stated there is no reason for the motorcycling element of our society to worry
about being stopped by state or local law enforcement agents just because they
ride a motorcycle or wear motorcycle-related paraphernalia. He indicated law
enforcement should make stops based on violation of laws, and not based on a
person's appearance.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Grow noted that there are no penalties stated in the proposed legislation
and asked how violations would be handled. Senator Heider advised that an
individual who feels they have been profiled can address the matter with the officer,
or his commanding staff. Violations would be handled within the law enforcement
department.
Senator Burgoyne commented that when this legislation comes back for a hearing
on the merits, he would like information on the legal ramifications of violating the
statute. In particular, if the stop results in criminal charges, and the person receiving
the citation indicates a possible profiling violation, could this result in dismissal
of the criminal charges.
Vice Chairman Lee indicated she would like to know why the language is limiting
profiling to "motorcycle," and does not include other types of profiling.
Senator Anthon commented that perhaps the definition language could be
changed slightly to cover the situation where an officer notices someone because
of what they are wearing, and then pulls them over for doing something that is
inappropriate.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send RS 26819 to print. Vice Chairman Lee seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 26546C1

Relating to Bail Enforcement Agents - To set, for Bail Enforcement Agents,
guidelines which do not currently exist. Michael Kane, representing the Idaho
Sheriff's Association (ISA), presented RS 26546C1 relating to bounty hunters–to
set guidelines which do not currently exist. Mr. Kane stated that this bill has been
before the Committee in past sessions, and this is an attempt at compromise
between the bail agent communities and other stakeholders. He indicated changes
from previous versions of this legislation include: 1.) the required age for a bail
enforcement agent is 18 rather than 21; 2.) identification of the bail enforcement
agent is limited to a badge; and 3.) penalties for violation have been reduced. Mr.
Kane stated that ISA believes this is a really good bill for public safety.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne commented that he appreciated the compromising nature of
this legislation. He indicated that when the bill comes back for hearing, he would
appreciate knowing whether prosecution can be assigned to another county if a
prosecuting attorney has a conflict. He also would like information on the statute
of limitations set forth in Idaho Code § 19-403, as well as info on the effect of
permitting people to be bail agents who may have criminal records.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send RS 26546C1 to print. Senator Anthon seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

H 31

Relating to Divorce - To revise a position regarding when a final decree shall be
entered. Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel, Administrative Office of the Courts,
stated that this is a clean up bill, and deals with the court's efforts to establish
time frames in seven-day increments. He indicated that this legislation amends
Idaho Code § 32-716, which establishes the cooling-off period for divorce actions in
Idaho, during which the court can neither enter a final decree nor conduct a hearing
on the merits. He advised the current statute requires 20 days and this legislation
would amend that to 21 days.

DISCUSSION:

In response to a question from Senator Thayn, Mr. Spillman advised that generally
a time period begins the day after the filing, and includes all holidays and weekends.
Provided, however, if the final day falls on a weekend or holiday, the period is
extended to the next day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send H 31 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote. Senator Thayn will sponsor the bill on the floor.

H 32

Relating to Motor Vehicles - To provide for substance use disorders, service
providers and substance use disorder assessments and to make technical
corrections. Mr. Spillman stated that this legislation is basically a language update
in order to align the statute with the established language that is used in the field,
and used in the Department of Health and Welfare's (DHW) regulations. He
indicated that Idaho Code § 18-8005, subsection 11, states that persons who are
convicted of driving under the influence are required, before sentencing, to obtain
an alcohol evaluation conducted by an alcohol evaluation facility that is approved
by the DHW. This bill changes the term "alcohol evaluation facility" to "substance
use disorders service providers." Mr. Spillman indicated there is an additional
reference in statute to "substance abuse assessment," and this bill changes that to
"substance use disorder" to align with the DHW regulations.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 32 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator
Lodge will sponsor the bill on the floor.
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H 33

Relating to Search Warrants - To provide that an oral statement shall be
transcribed if requested and to make technical corrections. Mr. Spillman stated
that H 33 deals with the process related to oral affidavits that are submitted to the
court in support of an application for a search warrant. He indicated that normally
such affidavits are submitted in writing; however, there are some emergency
circumstances, such as when an officer makes a request for a warrant for a blood
draw from a driver who has been involved in an accident. Mr. Spillman advised
that Idaho Code § 19-4404 sets forth the process whereby an officer can provide
an oral statement to the court that lays out what basis there is for the search
warrant. The current statute requires that those statements be not only recorded,
but they also must be transcribed. He indicated there is an obvious need for the
recording that preserves the record of what the court based its decision on, and
the statute requires that recording be filed with the court. However, oftentimes the
transcripts are not used by anyone. This bill will maintain the party's right to have
that transcript, but requires them to request it, thereby saving the court money by
only transcribing those transcripts that are requested.
Mr. Spillman indicated that he has had some feedback that defense attorneys
have a hard time getting this transcript and he submits that may be a process to be
addressed by the court. He explained that often when an oral affidavit is accepted,
the court does not have a case opened and this is a pre-filing activity. He believes
these recordings are stored in an administrative area of the court, and the court
does not have sufficient information to uniformly log them; however, the statute
maintains the defense attorney's right to obtain a transcript.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee noted that the Committee had previously heard testimony
from Judge Wildman about the importance of having written transcripts in court
proceedings, and it is surprising to see this "as needed" request aimed at cost
savings. Mr. Spillman advised that Judge Wildman's comments were directed
at reporting generally at the district court level, and this legislation deals with a
pre-filing at the magistrate court level on an emergency basis, where they cannot
get a court reporter in the room. Vice Chairman Lee indicated she could see that
it might be burdensome for the court to transcribe every recording requesting a
search warrant, but noted the value to the defense attorney in being able to peruse
that information quickly. Mr. Spillman indicated that any information obtained from
the transcript would likely be used in a motion to suppress, which would happen
later in a case. He explained that the current process is for the court to prepare
these transcripts in the order that they receive the recordings. He stated this could
even speed up the process, as a recording could be pulled when requested and
immediately transcribed.
Senator Burgoyne asked if the $12,000 transcribing cost Mr. Spillman quoted for
Ada County is an annual cost. Mr. Spillman advised it is. Senator Burgoyne
inquired whether the magistrate judge on duty goes into the courthouse for purposes
of placing an officer under oath and recording an oral statement, or if the magistrate
does this with a phone recording. Mr. Spillman responded it is handled both ways.
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TESTIMONY:

Mike French, a private defense attorney in Boise, appeared on behalf of the Idaho
Association of Criminal Defense Attorneys (IACDA), and spoke in opposition to
H 33. She stated that the fact that the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association
(IPAA) and the 1994 Legislature recognized that the entire application for a search
warrant proceeding should be both recorded and transcribed, is an indicator of
the importance of the process in protecting fundamental constitutional rights: the
right to be free from unreasonable search and seizure which is the bedrock of
democracy. She indicated IACDA feels the transcription of a recording requesting
a search warrant provides an added layer that ensures both the affidavit and the
magistrate's authorization of the search are preserved without question. Ms.
French indicated that pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of Criminal Procedure,
defense attorneys are requesting the transcript of a recording in initial discovery
requests directed to the prosecuting attorney. However, they are being met with
responses to those discovery request advising a copy of the transcript can be
obtained from the court. She stated this then becomes a hunt to find the right
combination of terms that might identify the recording. This time delay is a factor for
her as she tries to be as efficient as possible in defending her clients. If she has
those documents right away, she can make a determination on whether to cut
losses or go to trial (for full comments, see attachment 1).

DISCUSSION:

Committee members held a discussion with Ms. French and Mr. Spillman regarding
the lack of a uniform process for storing these recordings, and the importance to a
busy public defender of quickly getting a copy of the affidavit. They discussed the
time, process, and cost that is required to obtain a written transcript of an affidavit
for a search warrant from the court. It was noted that this affidavit is actually a
statement of a prosecution witness, and the discovery rules state that this should
be provided to the defense by the prosecuting attorney upon request. It was
also noted that these recordings are obtained ex parte when a defendant is not
present, so those records should be preserved for their constitutional importance.
Technology advances were discussed and the resulting problem of dealing with
different types of records. It was pointed out that Idaho Code § 19-4406 requires
that the magistrate's verbal authorization be "recorded and transcribed," and this
change to Idaho Code § 19-4404 would be inconsistent.
Ms. French stated she disagreed with the Statement of Purpose for H 33 indicating
that these transcripts are infrequently used. She surmised that part of the reason
many transcripts go unclaimed may be that busy public defenders simply do not
have the time to do the extra work to pursue them. She advised that rather than
spend the time to locate these recordings and obtain transcripts from the court, she
chooses to file a motion to compel. This puts it into the record, and shows her
diligence in attempting to get these documents that are key to a constitutional
defense.
Mr. Spillman apologized that he was not aware of the inconsistency between
this legislation and the language of Idaho Code § 19-4406. He stated there does
seem to be an issue between the defense bar and the prosecution regarding the
process of obtaining these transcripts. He indicated that having the statute clarified
by indicating either the prosecution or defense may request the transcript from the
court may resolve some of the problem.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to hold H 33 in Committee. Senator Burgoyne seconded
the motion.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send H 33 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. The substitute motion failed for lack of a second.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon spoke in support of his motion stating that he appreciates the
Idaho Supreme Court engaging in this kind of cleanup, but has some concerns
regarding creating an inconsistency in the statute. He also stated, with technology
advances, he is concerned about how the different types of media will be stored.
He feels there are collateral issues to be addressed, and does not feel good at
this point in moving ahead with this bill.
Vice Chairman Lee mentioned that with technology advances and the court being
essentially all electronic now, the issue of how we are keeping audio recordings
should be addressed. She stated this is a good start.
Senator Burgoyne stated that when this legislation was drafted it probably looked
to the court and Mr. Spillman like a technical correction; after the legislative history
has been presented, he feels the 1994 Legislature made a policy decision, and with
this bill, that is designed to make a technical correction, we would be overturning a
policy choice. He has concerns about these discovery disputes wasting time and
money, and would encourage the defense and prosecutorial bars to take a look at
these issues and see if there is not a way to work it out.
Chairman Lakey indicated that he sees this as a process that needs to be worked
out between the courts, the prosecution, and the defense bar. It may take additional
verbage in standard discovery requests, or a special discovery request, but it
should not take a motion to compel to get the transcribed affidavit. He stated he
would like to see more discussion on this proposed legislation.

The motion to hold H 33 carried by voice vote.
ORIGINAL
MOTION VOICE
VOTE:
H 34

Relating to Sexual Offender Registration - To revise and correct a term used
in Idaho Code § 18-6608. Mr. Spillman stated this is another language cleanup
bill. In 2018, the term "sexual" was removed from the title of the crime of forcible
penetration by use of a foreign object as set forth in Idaho Code § 18-6608. Despite
this change, the sex offender registration statutes continue to refer to this crime by
its former name. This bill will simply update those references to refer to the new title.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send H 34 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote. Senator Cheatham will sponsor the bill on the floor.

S 1043

Relating to the addition of one new district judge position with resident
chambers in Ada County. Mr. Spillman advised that S 1043 seeks to amend
Idaho Code § 1-805 which establishes the number of District judges for the Fourth
District. The Fourth District comprises Ada, Elmore, Valley, and Boise counties and
currently has 11 district judges. This proposed bill would amend that to 12 district
judges. An amendment in 2013 was the last time a district judge was added for
this district. Since that time Ada County has seen rapid growth in population, and
this has placed a resulting stress on the court system in the form of increased
case loads. Mr. Spillman indicated that this request is part of the court's budget
being considered by the Joint Finance and Appropriations Committee (JFAC). In
response to a question at the print hearing from Vice Chairman Lee, he advised
that former JFAC Chairs have indicated that any request should be added into the
budget to be considered. He also stated that even with this additional Judge the
court estimates they will still be a half judge short of where they were in 2013.
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S 1043

Senator Grow moved to send S 1043 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Senator Grow will sponsor the bill on the floor.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at 2:51
p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
___________________________
Lois Bencken
Assistant
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AGENDA

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Monday, February 11, 2019
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

RS26489

Relating to Intentional or Known Impediment of
Critical Infrastructure Facilities - To amend and
give definitions

Senator Don
Cheatham, Idaho
State Senate

RS26633C1

Relating to the Liquor Account - To revise a
provision, make technical corrections and provide
retroactive application

Seth Grigg, Idaho
Association of
Counties

RS26689

Relating to Hospitalization of the Mentally Ill

Jason Spillman, Legal
Counsel, Office of the
Courts

RS26690

Relating to the Child Protective Act referred to as
"ICWA"

Jason Spillman, Legal
Counsel, Office of the
Courts

RS26726

Relating to Pretrial Supervision

Seth Grigg, Idaho
Association of
Counties

RS26775

Relating to the Genital Mutilation of Female
Children

Senator Steven
Thayn, Idaho State
Senate

RS26565

Relating to the Children and Families Legal
Services Fund - To create the Children and
Families Legal Services Fund in the State
Treasury, to provide for how monies in the
fund may be expended, and to provide certain
conditions.

Brody Aston, Public
Affairs Associate,
Westberg and
Associates

H 30

Relating to Criminal Defendants

Blake Brumfield,
Program Mgr., DD
Crisis Prevention &
Court Services

H 43

Relating to Public Defense - Terminology

Kathleen Elliott,
Director, Idaho Public
Defense Commission

S 1044

Relating to Small Lawsuit and Resolution Act

Barbara Jordan, Trial
Lawyers Association
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located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Vice Chairman Lee convened the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) at 1:30 p.m.

MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved to send RS 26489, RS 26689, RS 26690, and RS 26726
to print.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send RS 26489, RS 26689, RS 26690, RS 26726,
and RS 26565. Senator Nye seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice
vote to print.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Lee passed the gavel to Chairman Lakey. He indicated that RS
26633C1 and RS 26775 would not be heard today.

H 30

Relating to Criminal Defendants. Blake Brumfield, Program Manager,
Developmental Disability (DD) Crisis Prevention & Court Services, explained
that Idaho Criminal Code §18-311 designates three evaluation methods for legal
competency to stand trial: an individual psychologist, individual psychiatrist, or a
DD evaluation committee if a developmental disability is the suspected reason for
incompetency. Mr. Brumfield also explained that the DD evaluation committee
consists of a social worker, psychologist, and physician with training in competency,
mental health, and developmental disabilities assessments. Proposed changes
will improve the accuracy of defendants suspected of being incompetent to stand
trial by reason of developmental disability. Mr. Brumfield further explained that
the proposed changes will not only improve accuracy, but will save costs and
improve safety by matching the appropriate safe setting for making someone
competent to stand trial. This legislation was shared with the Idaho Supreme
Court, Disability Rights Idaho, the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association, and
the Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. Mr. Brumfield stated that
Disability Rights and the State Independent Living Council are not opposed to the
changes and no other organization has taken a stand on it. A minor fiscal impact
would be felt by Idaho counties and the Department of Health and Welfare. County
expenditures are estimated to increase $13,000 statewide to pay physicians.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Thayn asked Mr. Brumfield how often he thought this process would be
used. Mr. Brumfield answered that his program did 45 competency assessments
the last fiscal year, compared to roughly 400 done by the Mental Health program.
Mr. Brumfield also stated that there should be 13 additional assessments coming
to his program with the proposed legislation.

Senator Burgoyne asked Mr. Brumfield what he thought the opinion of criminal
defense attorneys and individuals representing people who might benefit from
this legislation would be. Mr. Brumfield answered that this legislation should be
supported by criminal defense attorneys because the DD evaluation program
would be administered by highly trained individuals who can accurately determine
the competency of a defendant.
Senator Burgoyne expressed concern that this legislation might put legal
disadvantage on the developmentally disabled and asked Mr. Brumfield to address
that concern. Mr. Brumfield answered that the main purpose of this legislation is
to more accurately declare competency or incompetency at or before the stage of
Idaho Criminal Code § 18-211.
Chairman Lakey asked Mr. Brumfield if there would be a way for the counsel or the
defendant to provide their own expert to determine incompetency. Mr. Brumfield
answered that defendants can hire their own experts.
Senator Grow asked Mr. Brumfield if the same evaluator will evaluate the
defendant after 30, 60, and 90 days. Mr. Brumfield answered that it is not always
the same evaluator.
Senator Grow asked Mr. Brumfield why he thought a committee would be better
at evaluating a defendant than an individual evaluator. Mr. Brumfield answered
that having a committee is better because it brings in a wholistic approach with
individuals from multiple disciplines who can provide more information and
accuracy in determining competency.
Senator Grow asked Mr. Brumfield what risks there might be with not having an
evaluation committee. Mr. Brumfield answered that longer time in incarceration
before proceeding to court may be needed, as well as dangerous misplacements
while working with defendants towards competency.
Senator Burgoyne commented that he was concerned this bill might work against
a defendant's best interest, and that it would have been beneficial to hear testimony
from the Criminal Defense Bar for more surety of the bill's benefit.
Senator Thayn questioned whether this legislation is an effort to try and find those
that are developmentally delayed, and send them down a certain path, or an effort
to find those that are pretending to be developmentally delayed so that they can be
protected from the criminal justice system.
Chairman Lakey commented that he views this provision of the code as an
effort to make the best determination, from an independent standpoint, as to the
competency of a defendant to proceed in a trial.
MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send H 30 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
The motion failed for lack of a second.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to hold H 30 subject to the call of the Chair. Senator
Grow seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

H 43

Relating to Public Defense Terminology. Kathleen Elliott, Executive Director,
Idaho Public Defense Commission, stated that the proposed amendment of Idaho
Code §§ 19-850, 19-851, and 19-862a, changes the word "grant" to "financial
assistance", and "proposed amendment" to "compliance proposal." Ms. Elliott
explained that there is no fiscal impact as this change in terminology will not alter
the budget or the procedures by which the public defense commission disburses
funds appropriated by the Idaho Legislature.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send H 43 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Vice Chairman Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
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S 1044

Relating to Small Lawsuit and Resolution Act. Barbara Jordan, Trial Lawyers
Association, explained that this bill amends Idaho Code § 7-1509 by updating
the dollar value limit for cases which fall under the small lawsuit criteria and have
been evaluated to be less than $35,000. Ms. Jordan also explained that this is a
follow-up bill to the change that occurred in 2018 that raised the limit of the Small
Lawsuit Resolution Act from $25,000 to $35,000, which reflected the change in the
value of the dollar over time. This statute provides a fair, efficient, and inexpensive
system to settle small dollar amount cases, thereby reducing the number of civil
cases which would otherwise end up in court. Ms. Jordan also stated that this
legislation will have little to no fiscal impact.

MOTION:

Senator Grow moved to send S 1044 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Cheatham seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at 2:05
p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary

____________________________
Jacob Garner
Assistant Secretary
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Relating to the Liquor Account

Seth Grigg, Idaho
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RS26679

Relating to Issuing Civil Protection Orders

Senator Grant
Burgoyne, Idaho State
Senate

RS26693

Relating to Prison Sentencing

Senator Patti Anne
Lodge, Idaho State
Senate

RS26852

Relating to Judgment Renewals

Senator Kelly Anthon,
Idaho State Senate

RS26853

Relating to Reducing Barriers to Employment due Senator Cherie
to Criminal Records
Buckner-Webb, Idaho
State Senate

RS26854

Relating to the Idaho Bail Act

Roy Eiguren,
Representing the
Idaho Bail Coalition

RS26857

Relating to the Mentally Ill

Senator Dan Johnson,
Idaho State Senate

RS26862

Relating to Juvenile Probation, Collection of Fees

Seth Grigg, Idaho
Association of Cities

RS26863

Relating to Tax Intercept for Debts Owed to the
Court

Seth Grigg, Idaho
Association of Cities

RS26872

Relating to Grandparents Visitation Rights

Senator Dean
Mortimer, Idaho State
Senate
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary & Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

PRESENTATION: Gary Dawson, PhD., Forensic Toxicologist, began his presentation going over a
few general facts about the drug, fentanyl. Dr. Dawson stated that fentanyl is a
synthetic opioid 50 times more potent than heroin and 100 times more potent than
morphine. Dr. Dawson explained that it is typically seen as injections, transdermal
patches, and lozenges. The drug began being used in the 1960s as an injectable
used to treat moderate to severe pain. The mode of administering the drug through
the transdermal patch became popular in the 1980s. The transdermal patch was
effective at gradually administering the drug through the skin over a period of 48
to 72 hours. The drug was also very effective at treating individuals who couldn't
tolerate opiates such as morphine and codeine. Dr. Dawson explained that in the
late 1980s, there arose a problem with nurses taking used fentanyl patches and
using them on themselves. Fentanyl is typically used to treat severe pain, such as
pain associated with cancer and end of life palliative care. Dr. Dawson explained
that non-pharmaceutical fentanyl is often mixed with heroin and/or cocaine or
pressed into counterfeit pills, often without the user's knowledge. Most fentanyl is
imported illegally from China and Mexico, with some local producers in the states
contributing to the illegal manufacturing of the drug. Dr. Dawson stated that
one kilogram of fentanyl is enough to kill 500,000 people. Most of the fentanyl
that is produced locally does not survive the manufacturing process because the
producers are killed by simply inhaling small doses of the drug. Dr. Dawson also
explained that the drug is incredibly dangerous for first responders and DEA agents
who come into close contact with it. Fentanyl labs and manufacturing locations are
treated as some of the most dangerous hazardous material sites and extreme
measures are taken to secure the lives of first responders and policemen. Dr.
Dawson explained that carfentanl is thousands of times more potent than fentanyl
and relatively easy to manufacture. Overdose rates of fentanyl and other related
drugs has increased dramatically over the past few years and has become a
serious problem (see Attachment 1).
DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey asked Dr. Dawson if there is much anecdotal evidence of the
prevalence of fentanyl. Dr. Dawson answered that there is anecdotal evidence, not
only from people who have been affected by it, but from medical examiners and
coroners who say the drug problem is getting much worse.

Senator Grow asked Dr. Dawson how he passes this information to law
enforcement and how law enforcement is able to deal with something so difficult.
Dr. Dawson answered that he does training with the Ada County Sheriff's Office,
special investigators, and the Boise Police Department.
S 1045

Senator Patti Anne Lodge, District 11, explained that S 1045 is about giving
incarcerated people in Idaho's prisons the opportunity for work experience while
in prison. This bill will not only help those incarcerated develop a greater worth
ethic, but it will help them become better citizens and provide them with greater
opportunities when released from prison.

TESTIMONY:

Kevin Mickelson, General Manager, Idaho Correctional Industries, introduced
Taja Newcomb, Tiana Landers, Matthew Nu'uvali, and Steve Cherry to testify in
support of S 1045.
Taja Newcomb, Training Program Participant, at Symms Fruit Ranch, testified that
the training program allows those incarcerated to develop greater confidence and
tools that will allow them to succeed when they are released from prison.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Thayn asked Ms. Newcomb how many hours are worked in the program
per week and if it is seasonal or year round. Ms. Newcomb answered that the
program allows those incarcerated to work between 36 to 38 hours per week and it
is year round work.
Chairman Lakey asked Ms. Newcomb how she found out about the program and
how she qualified to participate. Ms. Newcomb answered that it was brought to
her attention by a sergeant at the South Boise Women's Correctional Center where
she was incarcerated.

TESTIMONY:

Tiana Landers, inmate at South Idaho Correctional Institution, testified that the
work program has taught her the value of earning an honest living and has given her
a new perspective on life. The work program has also provided her with experience
and skills, which will allow her to have greater success and independence once
released from prison.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee asked Ms. Landers if there are other opportunities for work
in the program besides working in agriculture. Ms. Landers answered that there
were opportunities to work in the kitchen and laundry room areas of the facility.
Senator Grow asked Ms. Landers how she plans on making the adjustment from
living one way before prison, to living a different way once released. Ms. Landers
answered that she is going to a six-month, faith-based program, which will help her
transition into normal citizen life.

TESTIMONY:

Matthew Nu'uvali, former inmate at Idaho State Correctional Institution (ISCI),
testified that the work program at the ISCI allowed him to learn valuable life lessons,
such as honest work and integrity. Mr. Nu'uvali explained that the work experience
he gained while in prison allowed to him to be where he is today.
Steve Cherry, General Manager, CS Beef, explained that the work program has
been a great opportunity to change the lives of inmates and to help provide his
company with a great labor source and an ability to give back to the community. Mr.
Cherry explained that there are 40 inmates who work at CS Beef and they have
helped to stabilize its workforce and provide excellent work and service.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Thayn asked Mr. Cherry if he had any trouble finding workers prior
to participating in the inmate work program. Mr. Cherry answered that he was
struggling to find workers to do the work that he had available.
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TESTIMONY:

Mr. Mickelson concluded the presentation on S 1045 by giving important
information and statistics on the success rates of the work release program within
the Idaho Correctional Institution and stated that the program has allowed many
former inmates to gain employment and self worth following their release from
prison. Mr. Mickelson stated that the work program also reduces the amount of
violence among inmates and the cost of incarceration (see Attachment 2).

DISCUSSION:

Senator Grow asked Mr. Mickelson how he finds employers who are willing to
participate in the program and how he selects and qualifies inmates to work. Mr.
Mickelson answered that those who qualify for the program are those inmates
who are in minimum security custody and he typically is able to find employers
by word of mouth.

TESTIMONY:

Trent Clark of Bayer US, and Delon Lee of the Idaho Farm Bureau, testified in
favor of S 1045.

MOTION:

Senator Cheatham moved to send S 1045 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.
Chairman Lakey indicated that RS 26693 and RS 26853 would not be heard today.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to print RS 26633C3, RS 26679, RS 26852, RS 26854,
RS 26857, RS 26862, RS 26863, RS 26872. Senator Burgoyne seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PAGE
Chase Knott, Idaho Senate Page, expressed his gratitude and appreciation for the
RECOGNITION: Committee members, as well as the opportunity and experience the page program
offered him this session.
ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at 2:45
p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary

_____________________________
Jacob Garner
Assistant Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary & Rules Committee (Committee)
to order at 1:30 p.m.

INTRODUCTION OF
PAGE:

Chairman Lakey introduced Makenna Moore. Ms. Moore stated she is from
Mountain Home, and expressed excitement in the page opportunity, her goals
in education, and specifically her interest in big game management.

GUBERNATORIAL
RE-APPOINTMENT
HEARING:

Gubernatorial Re-appointment Hearing of the Honorable Jeff Brudie to the
Judicial Council of the Idaho State Bar.
Judge Brudie said he has been a judge for almost 18 years and was
nominated by the bar last year when George Ryan retired. He stated this
has been an area of interest for him for a long time and hopes that the
re-appointment can be renewed for another term.

RS 26867

Relating to Dental Therapists through the Public Health Service, Indian
Health Service or for a tribe contracted to perform such services on
behalf of the United States. Tyrel Stevenson, Government Affairs Director,
Coeur d'Alene Tribe, stated this legislation authorizes the Idaho Board
of Dentistry (Board) to license mid-level dental providers who would be
called dental therapists. They must have completed education and training
requirements prescribed by the Board to perform a scope of procedures
as set forth by the Board. They would only be allowed to work under the
supervision of licensed dentists in Idaho.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send RS 26867 to print. Senator Grow seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

S 1091

Relating to Hospitalization of the Mentally Ill, who are dangerous and
meet statutory criteria for commitment. Jason Spillman, Legal Council,
Administrative Office of the Courts, stated S 1091 is a six word change
regarding the hearing on a petition seeking commitment of a mentally ill
person. Patients and their attorney can currently petition a continuance that
would add the petitioner. The commitment process requires the proposed
patient to be examined by two designated examiners, at least one of which
must be a psychiatrist, physician, or psychologist. This amendment would
also permit the petitioner to request a continuance not to exceed 14 days.
This change is necessary, as at times it is impossible to obtain a second
designated examiner within the statutory time frames. This legislation
maintains procedural protections for the proposed patient in case a second
designated examiner is unavailable. If the proposed patient still meets the

criteria, the petition is usually filed again and the process must be repeated.
Mr. Spillman stated the petitioner is typically the prosecutor.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon asked if the holding facility is usually a hospital. Mr.
Spillman indicated it was.
Senator Thayn was concerned about the fiscal note for the extra 14 days
and requested clarification regarding who would pay for that. Mr. Spillman
stated the county usually pays the bill for the person having symptoms.
Senator Burgoyne asked if a reasonable percentage of civil commitment
petitions brought by a prosecutor are going to be granted. Mr. Spillman
acknowledged most of those petitions are being granted. Senator Burgoyne
asked if the amount of expenditures was going to change, based on the
continuance. Mr. Spillman replied that during the continuance until the
petition is granted, the county would no longer be responsible for the costs.
Senator Nye asked for clarification regarding the timeline. Currently the
State can institutionalize anyone who may be mentally ill for up to three days;
he asked if this legislation would extend that time up to fourteen days. Mr.
Spillman verified that was correct.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send S 1091 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Grow seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote. Senator Nye requested that he be recorded as voting nay.

S 1093

Relating to Pre-trial Supervision when ordered by the court. Seth Grigg,
Executive Director, Idaho Association of Counties, stated Idaho law allows
a judge to release an individual from jail who is awaiting disposition of their
case. Counties can place conditions on people being placed on pre-trial
release. Idaho law will allow counties to charge fees for payment, and
currently 10 counties charge $25 to $100 per month. Participating counties
are relying on their own fee authority to collect a supervision fee, which is
not ordered to be paid to the clerk of the court. These counties are relying
on Odyssey to collect the fees. Odyssey will no longer be available effective
June, 2019. The fee would be set by the Board of Commissioners working
with the courts. There are three sections in S 1093: 1.) codifing what counties
are doing now in establishing a pre-trial release supervision program; 2.)
relating to the priority of payments and includes the collection of the pre-trial
supervision fee in the property of payments; and 3.) establishing the process
for determining the fee. A defendant would not be required to pay any
supervision fee unless they are convicted of the offense.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee referred to S 1093 and how it currently works with
regards to verbiage which states, "based on a finding of indigence or other
good cause, the court may exempt the defendant from the payment of all or
part of the fees authorized by this section, and no defendant shall be denied
release or denied participation in a supervised pre-trial release program
because of an inability to pay the fees." Mr. Grigg stated they wanted to
make sure there was language in statute that if an individual did not have the
ability to pay for these fees they could still be released on a pre-trial program.

MOTION:

Senator Nye moved to send S 1093 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.
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S 1116

Relating to the Liquor Account, Declaring an Emergency and Providing
Retroactive Application. Mr. Grigg,, stated there was an issue with the
language included in S 1116, related to the allocation of liquor funds to
counties to pay for magistrate court related services. The largest change
in this legislation is how funding is apportioned out for infraction and
misdemeanor citations or filings. The current language in statute citations
issued has proven to be problematic, so they are recommending that be
stricken and replaced with filings initiated. Mr. Grigg stated that should allow
the court to provide the data to the liquor division so that a distribution of
these funds can be made. There is a retroactive date back to July 1, 2018,
to those funds that have already been set aside and can be distributed and
apportioned out to the counties.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked how the population of the counties is determined.
Mr. Grigg responded they use the census. Senator Burgoyne inquired
what the difference was between a citations issued and a filings initiated. Mr.
Grigg explained that there are three ways a misdemeanor can be issued and
by changing the language from citations issued, to filings initiated, everything
is covered.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send S 1116 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Anthon seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote. Vice Chairman Lee declared Senate Rule 39-H as a possible
conflict of interest pursuant to Senate Rule 39(H).

S 1122

Relating to Probation Supervision Fees for Juveniles, during the time they
are on probation. Mr. Grigg, stated S 1122 would put in statute what counties
are currently doing and allow a judge to order juvenile probation fees to be
paid. In June of this year counties will need to find an alternative collection
and tracking mechanism as they will no longer be able to use Odyssey unless
this legislation passes. Juveniles, as well as their families, will have to take
some responsibility to pay for the supervision to hopefully rehabilitate.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Grow asked the purpose behind juvenile supervision fees. Mr.
Grigg stated counties carry out the will of the court. If a judge places an
individual on probation, he has the discretion to have them pay a probation
fee or not. There is a cost of providing the service, and a fee is taken to
cover the cost. Mr. Grigg explained that the main crux of this legislation is for
counties to have the ability to continue to collect through Odyssey rather than
having to create a separate system. Chairman Lakey commented that fees
can be paid by the parents or someone else helping the young person.
Senator Thayn added that S 1122 is not a new policy initiative, but is putting
into statute an existing practice. Mr. Grigg confirmed that to be true.
Senator Nye asked for clarification as to how this initiative is possible if
a juvenile is under 18 and lacks a legal capacity to incur debt or make a
contract. Mr. Grigg replied often times when the disposition is rendered,
parents are included and assist in the payment.
Senator Burgoyne asked if there was an inherent power of the court to
assess this situation. Mr. Grigg stated it is within the purview of the court
to order probation fees to be paid.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send S 1122 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lodge seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee commented that there has not been an issue in the
past using Odyssey to pay for the supervision in attempt to rehabilitate the
juveniles.
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Senator Thayn stated before it goes to the floor he wanted to understand the
legal rationale behind S 1122, and to understand the power of the court.
Senator Grow said S 1122 talks about establishing a statutory juvenile
probation supervision fee, he asked if it stated what the fee is or how it will
be determined. Mr. Grigg replied that it would be set with the judge and
still have some consistency.
VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send S 1122 to the floor with a do pass recommendation
carried by voice vote. Senator Nye requested that he be recorded as voting
nay.

S 1123

Relating to Debts Owed to the Court, and authorizes the Supreme Court
to work with the State Tax Commission to intercept eligible state income tax
returns from those owing certain debts to any of Idaho's courts. Mr. Grigg
stated there are two deficiencies S 1123 is proposing to remedy. Legislation
from 2018 prohibited a drivers license from being suspended for nonpayment
of fines and fees. This represents a problem because there is no leverage
involved to incent the individuals to pay. In addition, this legislation would
include the ability to intercept tax returns for individuals who are in a civil
proceeding as well as a criminal proceeding. The final amendment would
allow any debts owed to the court to be intercepted even if it is below $50.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Lodge asked how much money statewide this would be. Mr. Grigg
said it is unknown. Senator Lodge asked if it is worth trying to recover. Mr.
Grigg responded in the affirmative.

MOTION:

Senator Grow moved to send S 1123 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Lee seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote.

S 1119

Relating to Order of Renewal for Judgements, over successive periods
through motion and an order of the court. Senator Anthon stated a money
judgement in Idaho used to be enforceable for five years. If collection was
unable to be made, one could go back to court for a renewal of that judgment.
The legislature previously changed it to ten years. The issue being when
can one execute on the judgment. This legislation specifies when you can
execute on a renewal as well.

TESTIMONY:

Robert Squire, VP Corporate Counsel, DL Evans Bank, stated he is in favor
of this legislation. He explained the purpose of S 1119 is to clarify some
confusion regarding the execution on judgment statute, under the existing
statute. In the past when attorneys would enter a judgment, they would enter
a renewed judgement, instead of a renewal of judgement. In recent years
some of the courts have cut down on that use of words, because it led to
potential misinterpretation of this statute in a way that could prevent creditors,
attorneys, or lay persons from fully collecting and exercising their rights and
collection of judgments. This legislation is a clarification that the judgment
can be collected during renewal periods, not just the initial judgement period.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon commented that this is a particular piece of Idaho Code that
might be used by someone other than an attorney. This is an important clarity
to make for a lay person collecting a judgment.

MOTION:

Senator Borgoyne moved to send S 1119 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.
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S 1117

Relating to Harassment Protection Orders, in Idaho outside of the domestic
violence statute. Senator Burgoyne stated this new legislation will amend
the civil protection order from S 1373 (2016), regarding some of its unintended
consequences. He referred to two previous conversations last session
with Magistrate Jamie Sullivan, 3rd Judicial District, regarding telephone
harassment. Just using profanity is not enough to merit action. Telephoning
someone with intent to terrify, threaten, or intimidate another person, or
any threat to inflict injury or physical harm to the person addressed, or any
member of his family would be actionable. The new language would put the
court in a better position to know what is required to bring the petitions. There
are some added provisions that cover verified petition as opposed to those
that are supported by an affidavit. Irreparable injury will be changed in several
places so that the terminology is much more specific. The court will have the
ability to dismiss an insufficient petition without conducting a hearing. Upon
filing of a verified petition for a protection order, the court shall hold a hearing
within 14 days to determine whether the relief sought shall be granted, unless
the court determines that the petition fails to state sufficient fact to warrant
relief. If it is found that a protection order does not meet the requirements of S
1117, the judge can dismiss it. An ex parte temporary protection order may be
granted to the petitioner if the court finds that present harm could result if an
order is not immediately issued without prior notice to the respondent, and
that respondent has intentionally engaged in the conduct described in S 1117.
Changes were made in very close consultation with the courts. This puts the
courts in the position of not having to deal with frivolous petitions.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon asked for clarification on an ex parte order that continues to
be reissued without having a hearing. Senator Burgoyne responded that
reasons for additional time may be required but the court will have to make a
finding that there is good cause to do this.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved that we send S 1117 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Lee seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon commented that it would not be good for an ex parte
situation to continue indefinitely. The language still remains for a full hearing
which would be set for no later than 14 days after the issuance of an ex
parte order.

ADJOURNMENT:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting
at 2:45 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey, Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington, Secretary

____________________________
Assisted by Carol Waldrip
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary & Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m. Chairman Lakey indicated that RS 26694
and RS 26880 would be moved up to the beginning of this meeting.

RS 26694

Relating to the Re-Appointment of an Interim Committee to continue
studying the Criminal Justice System in Idaho.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send RS 26694 to print. Senator Burgoyne
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 26880

Relating to Expanding the Functionality of the Odyssey System to permit
the Supreme Court access to the data necessary to compile and maintain
a statewide master jury list.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send RS 26880 to print. Senator Burgoyne
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Vice Chairman Lee
asked to be recorded as absent on that vote and declared a possible conflict of
interest pursuant to Rule 39(H).

GUBERNATORIAL
APPOINTMENT
HEARING:

Gubernatorial Appointment of John D. Hayden, Jr., to the State Board of
Correction.
Mr. John D. Hayden, Jr., stated he is a native of Boise and has run his
family distribution business for 25 years. He said he accepted a commission
for four and a half years in the Marine Corps. For the past 30 years he has
been in leadership and management, and gleaned motivational skills from his
experience. Mr. Hayden believes the recidivism rate is too high, and would like
to see that reduced. He is excited about starting this new aspect of his career.
When the Governor called and asked him to serve the State, he saw it as an
opportunity and privilege.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Grow asked Mr. Hayden how he came to the attention of the Governor
and what the process was for this position. Mr. Hayden stated he has known
Governor Little for a long time, and their philosophies and thinking are similar.
Senator Burgoyne noted that Mr. Hayden had been a Marine for four and a
half years and realized his willingness to take this position was obviously a
commitment to sacrifice and public service.

VOTE ON
Gubernatorial Re-Appointment of the Honorable Jeff Brudie to the Judicial
GUBERNATORIAL Council.
RE-APPOINTMENT:

MOTION:

Senator Cheatham moved to send the Gubernatorial re-appointment of the
Honorable Jeff Brudie to the Judicial Council to the floor with a recommendation
that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Grow seconded the motion. The
motion carried by voice vote. Vice Chairman Lee was absent and requested it
be noted.

S 1109

Relating to Motorcycles to Provide that Law Enforcement Shall not
Engage in Motorcycle Profiling and to Define the Term.
Senator Heider stated in Idaho, no agency may engage in motorcycle profiling.
The primary intent of this legislation is to help manage and improve the
relationship between law enforcement and the citizens. Profiling is occurring
to some degree in Idaho, and is unconstitutional. Senator Heider stated
that this law would not change anything other than making it illegal to profile
anyone. If law enforcement is not doing that at the present time, then he felt
nothing needed to change either in their training or actions. He asked that the
Committee move S 1109 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Cheatham commented on a personal experience he had when he was
a police officer working patrol. He and his partner had stopped some gang
members, and during the process a group of bikers stopped and stood by in
support, in case there was an issue. Senator Cheatham stated he has never
had a negative incident or experience with bikers.
Senator Grow asked what happens if someone claims they are being profiled.
He questioned whether this would establish a new level of legal action for
someone who feels they have been profiled, or if this is already covered under
other law. Senator Heider responded that profiling is not allowed, and he was
not sure about other coverage.
Representative Anderst, District 12, stated a large number of Idaho citizens in
the motorcycle community have expressed their concern regarding a problem
with motorcycle profiling. A regulation needs to be established, based on a
matter of conduct, for a judge to make a determination if profiling is happening.
Senator Nye asked if there were any statistics on the number of stops that
were not based on probable cause, and if there were numbers available of
lawsuits or claims against law enforcement. Representative Anderst stated he
was unaware of the specific numbers.
Senator Burgoyne inquired if legislation passes, what will happen.
Representative Anderst stated nothing needs to be done if an agency is
following procedures. When someone has crossed that line, it gives the citizen
a foundation to be able to go to court. Senator Burgoyne asked what a judge
does with a statute that has no penalty provision. Representative Anderst
replied this legislation is to protect people from illegal stops. He commented
that it is his belief that the definition is not being taught in law enforcement
training. It is his hope that those who have been trained will be aware that there
are incidents of profiling happening, and that it will be more specifically defined.

TESTIMONY:

Mike Kane, Idaho Sheriff's Association, went into detail regarding the history of
profiling. An officer could be sued in federal court, as an individual, for violation
of civil rights. They could be sued and held personally liable. He stated police
officers are trained in Police Officer Standards and Training (POST), that if they
profile: (1.) they could be sued, (2.) the evidence is probably going to go away
if there is any, and (3.) they are going to get fired.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked if the term "arbitrary use of" resolves the problem of
whether or not the arrest or stop of someone in the area riding a motorcycle,
fitting the description of someone that has broken the law, is or is not profiling.
Mr. Kane responded in the negative. He explained that federal and state courts
have already decided what constitutes "probable cause."
Senator Lakey inquired if this statement in the proposed legislation accurately
reflects the standard or describes what profiling is. Mr. Kane replied that he
believed it did.
Senator Grow asked for further explanation regarding policy at the entity level
versus an individual choosing to profile someone. Mr. Kane provided additional
information regarding profiling.
Chairman Lakey asked if profiling is taught at POST. Sheriff Kieran Donohue
stated profiling is taught at POST, and is one of the things on which they base
certification of a law enforcement officer in Idaho. If a law enforcement officer
were to engage in profiling they would be violating the terms and conditions of
their certification by POST. If an officer is brought up on those charges, a review
would be done by POST for further disciplinary action, if found guilty.

TESTIMONY:

David Deveraux, spokesperson for the National Council of Clubs and founder
of an organization called the Motorcycle Profiling Project, spoke in support of S
1109. He indicated that he would like to see a private cause of action added to
the language of the bill .
Jacob Peter Kouts, fourth generation native to Idaho, decorated disabled
combat veteran, member of the National Security Agency, Seventieth
Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance Agency, United States Air Force,
stated he is in favor of this bill because he has been a victim of profiling by
local law enforcement.
Nikki Bearss, establishment owner in Caldwell, Idaho, testified against the bill.
She runs a biker-friendly establishment and the biker community is not her only
clientele, but they are a valuable part of it. Her establishment is being profiled,
and it is hurting her ability to make a living. She is in support of this bill.
Lane Tripplet, Government Relations Officer for the Idaho Coalition for
Motorcycle Safety (ICMS), spoke in support of this bill. Mr. Tripplet stated
he and the ICMS support the overwhelming body of law enforcement officers
and agencies who act in a fair and responsible manner. They believe that the
passage of this bill will continually remind all law enforcement officers who
engage in the practice of profiling of their sworn oath when dealing with the
motorcyclists of Idaho.
Thair Pond, Vietnam Combat Veteran, past President of the Meridian Kiwanis,
and past president of the Idaho Disabilities Association, stated he is a business
owner and a biker. He said he supports this bill and would like to see better
cooperation between law enforcement and the citizens.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Heider, Vice Chairman Lee, Chairman Lakey, and Representative
Anderst discussed S 1109 and the option of sending the legislation to the
14th Order of Business for possible amendment noting that the section does
not create a private cause of action.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send S 1109 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Cheatham seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon commented that he does not believe good officers do this and
to restate it in the law may be a positive step. This is illegal, and he has no
problem with putting that in the statute.
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Chairman Lakey stated he does not like special group protection, but looks at
this as an attempt to bring people together to try to promote education. He feels
removal of the private cause of action would help in that educational effort and
address the concerns of law enforcement.
SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee made a substitute motion to send S 1109 to the 14th Order
of Business for possible amendment. Senator Nye seconded the motion.
The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Burgoyne requested that he be
recorded as voting nay.

ADJOURED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at
3:05 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey, Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington, Secretary

____________________________
Assisted by Carol Waldrip
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary & Rules Committee (Committee) to
order at 1:36 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL The Gubernatorial Appointment of John D. Hayden, Jr., to the State Board of
APPOINTMENT
Correction .
VOTE:
MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send the Gubernatorial appointment of John D.
Hayden, Jr. to the State Board of Correction to the floor with the recommendation
that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The
motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to approve the Minutes of January 16, 2019. Senator
Lodge seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Chairman Lakey announced that in order to accommodate Mr. Kane's schedule
S 1110 would be heard before other legislation.

S 1110

Relating to Bail Enforcement Agents to Provide that Bail Enforcement
Agents May Arrest a Defendant in Certain Instances. Michael Kane, Idaho
Sheriff's Association, stated these individuals, who are not law enforcement
officers and not Peace Officers Specialized Training (POST) certified, have
the ability to arrest people at gunpoint in certain instances. Bail enforcement
agents, also known as bounty hunters, are not regulated in Idaho, so this bill is
to set guidelines for that profession. This is a compromise bill where the needs
of law enforcement, the general public, and bail enforcement agents have been
taken into account. Mr. Kane detailed bail enforcement agents qualifications,
things they must do, things they can not do, prior appropriate authorizations, and
penalties for not following the guidelines of the bill. He gave examples of issues
that have transpired in the past due to having no regulations in place.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Grow and Mr. Kane discussed clarifying Section 10. Senator Grow
asked if protection exists for the public against a bail enforcement agent carrying
a gun. Mr. Kane replied that currently there is none.
Senator Burgoyne asked for clarification on the amendment for Idaho Code §
41-1039 because there were some numbering issues which he thought could be
easily corrected in the 14th Order of Business. Mr. Kane agreed with him.

TESTIMONY:

Sheriff Kerin Donohue, Canyon County, gave two examples of apprehensions
when a bail enforcement agent shot at a vehicle. He stated the bail enforcement
agents need to wear identification and notify law enforcement when they are
going to apprehend someone.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Cheatham asked if a concealed weapons permit would be required
when carrying a weapon. Mr. Kane replied in the negative. A concealed weapons
permit is not required in almost all situations, unless they are on school grounds,
or if they are a felon.

TESTIMONY:

Fred Birnbaum, CEO, Idaho Freedom's Foundation, spoke in support of S
1110. He stated that he thought the bill satisfies the concerns about excessive
regulations.
Melinda Merrill, representing the Idaho Bail Coalition, spoke in support of S 1110.
She indicated that the Idaho Bail Coalition had worked with all the necessary
parties to make this legislation work for everyone.

MOTION:

Senator Cheatham moved to send S 1110 to the 14th Order of Business for
possible amendment. Senator Grow seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.

S 1071

Relating to Attorney's Fees, Witness Fees and Expenses Awarded in Certain
Instances and to Revise the Definition of "Licensing Authority" and to make
technical corrections. Senator Lori Den Hartog, District 22, stated this bill
entitles the prevailing party in an administrative procedure between a licensee
and a licensing authority to recover their reasonable investigative and defense
costs, if they prevail in that procedure. The intent of this bill is to put the license
holder on the same footing as the licensing authority. Some licensing authorities
thought they had solid grounds for an investigation, and when they completed
the investigation the license holder was found innocent. That license holder had
no ability to recover those legal fees. Recovery of costs should be given to both
parties. Senator Hartog indicated that S 1071 would ensure that there weren't
frivolous or ongoing investigations continuing. It allows everyone to act in good
faith.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee inquired about foster care licensing, as she has had a
number of issues and concerns where individuals had been denied a license.
Senator Burgoyne responded that he did not think foster parents were going to
qualify as a licensee, and that is what this legislation applies to.
Senator Burgoyne stated that he regarded S 1071 as an important step in
lessening regulatory burdens on people. It is critical that occupational licensees
be held to standards that are consistent with public health and safety and their
general welfare in terms of getting what they pay for from people who provide
services. Idaho licensing statutes that allowed for agencies to recover attorneys
fees and costs when a licensee was found to have done something wrong, were
not allowing the licensee the chance to recover their costs and fees when they
prevailed in the action. On that basis S 1071 would provide a way of making sure
that regulatory burdens were shared correctly.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send S 1071 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Grow seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

S 1072

Relating to the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act and to Revise Provisions
Regarding Fees Associated with Publishing Certain Rules. Senator Den
Hartog stated this legislation is intended to remove the potential financial
disincentive that agencies could face when cutting or reducing regulations. It
falls in line with the Governor's Executive Order to reduce the rules the State
departments bring forward each year. Senator Den Hartog commented that if
an agency is actively working on reducing the regulatory burdens that are in the
Idaho Administrative Bulletin, it would not be prudent to charge them fees as they
come through and present those production rules for us to consider.
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MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send S 1072 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.

S 1127

Relating to the Interstate Agreement on Detainers. Jared Larsen, Policy
Advisor on Public Safety and Criminal Justice Matters and Extradition Coordinator,
Governor's Office, explained this bill governs the transfer of sentenced prisoners
from one state to another, from the federal government to a state, or from a state
to the federal government to stand trial for a separate crime. This legislation
changes the Interstate Agreement on Detainers (IAD) from the Director of
the Idaho Department of Correction to the Attorney General or his designee.
This aligns with some neighboring state policies and with how Idaho handles
extradition requests.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked for clarification regarding the difference between
extradition and detainers. Mr. Larsen responded they are completely separate.
He stated extradition is how someone is arrested in another state from a warrant
issued in the State of Idaho and brought back to Idaho. The Interstate Agreement
on Detainers is solely for individuals who are incarcerated in another state. He
provided additional detail on what these encompassed.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send S 1127 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

S 1094

Relating to the Children and Families Legal Services Fund to Provide Legal
Service Fund Grants by the Supreme Court. Brodie Aston, representing
Idaho Legal Aid Services, presented S 1094 which seeks to create a family and
legal services fund. He stated much of the financial support for legal aid comes
from the Federal Services Corporation, but that support has been declining in
recent years. This legislation would create the children and families legal services
fund in the State treasury, provide for what money shall be in the fund, how money
in the fund may be expended, and provide certain conditions under which funds
from this account cannot be used. Funds from this account would be awarded to
Idaho Legal Aid Services with a very narrow purpose of helping some of the most
vulnerable in the community. Mr. Aston explained they want to make sure they
have appropriate sideboards/directives on this fund and for any funds that would
be appropriated in the future. The funds will include monies appropriated by the
legislature, grants, donations, and money from other sources.

TESTIMONY:

Jim Cook, Executive Director, Idaho Legal Aid Services, stated they are a
statewide nonprofit law firm that works in the civil arena. They represent
victims of domestic violence, strangulation, sexual assault, stalking, as well as
guardianships, incapacitated senior citizens, consumer related issues in the civil
world, and he spoke in support of S 1094. Mr. Cook said they are currently
unable to take the most critical cases, as they had previously, because they
do not have enough attorneys. They use lengthy assessments regarding their
applicants to determine which cases they are able to take. The cases that don't
meet those requirements are consulted and then sent away. Most of these people
are low income and do not have money for an attorney.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey asked Mr. Cook to describe his goals and time frame to
hire additional attorneys. Mr. Cook responded that with the State's long term
projected growth, it was going to be difficult for service providers to keep up with
public demand for help. He would like to hire an additional attorney for each of
the seven judicial districts. He stated that his goal is to not have to turn away
any domestic violence victims.
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Vice Chairman Lee asked for clarification regarding criminal actions and
remedies for individuals who are coming forward with allegations of extreme
domestic violence. Mr. Cook stated in many of the cases either criminal charges
have been dropped or they have been pled down to a misdemeanor. Vice
Chairman Lee asked if Legal Aide was already able to accept donations and
grants. Mr. Cook said they take donations, have received grants, and would still
benefit from additional money to help provide more services to victims.
Senator Cheatham stated that the fiscal note says a fund would be created in the
State treasury. Mr. Brody responded that it would be and would be overseen by
the Supreme Court. Senator Cheatham questioned if the Supreme Court gets
their funds from the State Legislature. Mr. Brody responded in the affirmative. .
TESTIMONY:

Stacy James spoke in support of this legislation. She explained the situation
she was in, the process she went through, and the support she received. She
stated the system served her the way it was designed to do when she was in an
unsafe relationship with her husband.
Criselda Delacruz Valdez, Executive Director, Nampa Family Justice Center,
explained they work in partnership with International Day Against Homophobia,
Transphobia, and Biphobia (IDAHOT), Legal Aid Services and several other
organizations. She testified in support of this legislation. The people they serve
are victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, child abuse, elder abuse,
stalking, and human trafficking. Statistics show the growing need for legal aid
services in their service area, and any funding received would be a great asset
to them.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne stated he and Mr. Cook have had the opportunity to serve on
the Supreme Court's Guardianship and Conservatorship Committee. One of the
obligations of the courts in Idaho is to look out for vulnerable children and adults.
Lack of access to representation adds to costs sustained by the State budget. He
stated they have funded Idaho Legal Aid Services in the past, but have had no
structure for it, and he believes S 1094 is a sensible structure.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send S 1094 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Thayn seconded the motion.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved that S 1094 be held in Committee. Senator Lodge
seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee commented that the stories were heartbreaking, but
decisions have to be made on policy rather than individuals. She suggested
reviewing S 1094 further to determine what the needs are, and what the
expectations would be. When that information is available, decisions regarding
resource availability and expansion could be addressed.
Senator Lodge stated there is so much need and suffering and there needs to
be a way to determine how to meet those needs. She suggested bringing all the
invested parties together to look at the entire program to find out what is actually
working. Senator Lodge commented that it is important to have a way to track
how the money is being used. She indicated she would be willing to help work
on anything that would determine what the needs are. She stated that she could
not support the legislation as it is currently written.
Chairman Lakey commented that he needs to feel comfortable that the
Legislature's obligations, under the criminal justice system in the Constitution, are
being adequately addressed before going into the civil realm.
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VOICE VOTE ON
SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

The Substitute Motion to hold S 1094 in Committee passed by voice vote.
Senator Burgoyne requested that his nay vote be recorded.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at
3:05 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey, Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington, Secretary
____________________________
Assisted by Carol Waldrip
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Committee Approval for Minutes of February 4,
2019

RS26940

Relating to Judges; To Revise a Provision
regarding the Salary of Justices of the Idaho
Supreme Court

Sarah Thomas,
Administrative Director
of the Courts, Idaho
Supreme Court

RS26995

Relating to Rights of Crime Victims

Senator Todd Lakey,
Idaho State Senate

S 1074

Relating to County Jails; To Revise Provisions
regarding Reception and Board of Prisoners

Seth Grigg, Executive
Director, Idaho
Association of
Counties

S 1133

Relating to the Special Committee on Criminal
Justice Reinvestment; To Revise the Date when
the Committee Shall Cease to exist

Senator Patti Anne
Lodge, Idaho State
Senate

S 1134

Relating to Juries; To provide for County Jury
Lists, to provide that the Jury Commission may
use Certain Information from the Supreme Court,
to provide that the Supreme Court shall Compile
and Maintain a Master Jury List, and to provide
that the Supreme court may request certain
Information

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel,
Administrative Office
of the Courts
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name of the person or organization responsible to the committee secretary
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Grow

Vice Chairman Lee
Sen Lodge

Sen Cheatham
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Sen Thayn

Sen Nye

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov
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SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, February 27, 2019

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Lodge, Thayn, Grow, Cheatham,
Burgoyne, and Nye

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senator Anthon

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee (Committee) to
order at 1:30 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to approve the Minutes of February 4, 2019. Senator
Grow seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 26940

Relating to Judges; To Revise a Provision regarding the Salary of Justices
of the Idaho Supreme Court. Sarah Thomas, Administrative Director of the
Courts, Idaho Supreme Court, advised that the Joint Finance-Appropriations
Committee (JFAC) approved a 3 percent pay increase for Fiscal Year (FY) 2020
for permanent employees of the state. She indicated judicial salaries must be
separately established by the Legislature and are set forth in Idaho Code § 59-502.
This legislation presents an amendment to Idaho Code § 59-502 which would
provide an increase in the total judicial salary pool of 2.95 percent - just under the
amount provided for non-judicial employees (for details of recommended changes
in judicial compensation see Attachment 1.)
Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senator Lodge, and Senator Nye stated
they had potential conflicts pursuant to Senate Rule 39(H), but intended to vote.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send RS 26940 to print. Senator Grow seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Lee.

RS 26995

Relating to Rights of Crime Victims. Chairman Lakey, advised this legislation
proposes amendments to SJR 101 regarding the rights of crime victims. He stated
that SJR 101 is about the core principles of notice, opportunity to be present,
opportunity to be heard, and standing. It has never been about the right to keep
and bear arms. This amendment removes the controversial provision regarding
reasonable protection.

MOTION:

Senator Cheatham moved to send RS 26995 to print. Senator Thayn seconded
the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Grow asked if there was a direct statement in this legislation that negates
the previously included language on gun rights. Chairman Lakey directed him to
page 2, lines 12 and 13.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send RS 26995 to print carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Lee returned the gavel to Chairman Lakey.

S 1074

Relating to County Jails - To Revise Provisions Regarding Reception and
Board of Prisoners. Seth Grigg, Executive Director, Idaho Association of
Counties, stated S 1074 proposes amending Idaho Code § 20-612, to clarify that
once an individual has been released from the Sheriff Department's custody, they
are no longer responsible for the inmate's medical expenses. He indicated the need
for this legislation arises from a recent Idaho Supreme Court decision in the case
of St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center v. Raney, 163 Idaho 342 (2018). That
decision obligates the Ada County Sheriff to pay for medical care of a citizen after
release from jail (for additional comments, see Attachment 2).
Mr. Grigg introduced Joseph Mallet, Chief Legal Advisor, Ada County Sheriff's
Office, who spoke in favor of S 1074. He provided the Committee with background
information on the law related to a sheriff's obligation to care for the inmates
incarcerated in the county jail. Mr. Mallet reviewed the lawsuit against the Ada
County Sheriff, which arose after charges were dismissed against an inmate who
attempted suicide and was then hospitalized. The Ada County Sheriff agreed to
cover medical expenses prior to the dismissal of charges, but not after. He stated
the current language of Idaho Code § 20-612, referencing Idaho Code § 20-605,
is what caused the Idaho Supreme Court to hold that the legislature intended for
sheriffs to provide continuing health care for former inmates who were released
for the purposes of providing medical care. Mr. Mallet advised this bill strikes the
reference to Idaho Code § 20-605, and adds two sentences at the end to clarify
intent (for additional comments, see Attachment 3).

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne stated that the sentence added to the bill is good. He does not
think striking the reference to Idaho Code § 20-605 will solve the problem because
the statutes are read together. He indicated this fix solves only one piece of a much
bigger issue and the Legislature needs to take a serious look at these statutes. Mr.
Mallet stated that the statutes are read together, but Idaho Code §§ 20-604 and
20-605 deal with inmates who are transferred from one county to another county.
Senator Burgoyne pointed out that in the case of a transfer of an inmate who is
in a coma and leaves the jail for medical care, the sheriff is obligated to pay for
medical care and will bill the other county. Mr. Mallet agreed with that analysis. He
indicated that since the Supreme Court decision, Ada County has had six claims
that fall under the decision; those claims have totaled about $250,000. He stated
this bill will solve that problem. Senator Burgoyne commented that in his view the
Supreme Court probably made the only decision it could, given the statutes that this
Legislature has written, and it is incumbent upon the Legislature to change it.

TESTIMONY:

Toni Lawson, Vice President, Government Relations, Idaho Hospital Association
(IHA), spoke in opposition to S 1074. She stated that IHA feels the bill is premature
and asked that it be held in Committee. One of the concerns is, as drafted, S 1074
simply allows counties to temporarily "furlough" a prisoner from custody, order them
to go to the local hospital for care, and take them back into custody once that
care has been given. She stated IHA has been asked to provide input on this
legislation, and to develop amendments for consideration. They are struggling to
find appropriate amendment language that doesn't simply shift the responsibility
of what the legislature and courts have determined to be the responsibility of the
counties on to the hospitals. They would prefer to see what happens with Medicaid
expansion and how that impacts the county indigent program (for additional
comments, see Attachment 4).

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee asked if hospitals are billing counties for inmate care at
Medicaid rates. Ms. Lawson advised to the best of her knowledge they are using
Medicaid rates. Vice Chairman Lee asked how waiting to act on this bill would
change any decision. Ms. Lawson indicated that new qualifying rules under
Medicaid expansion might change, and how this affects the indigent program
is not yet known.
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Senator Burgoyne stated that he does not like seeing tax payers get hit with
paying for medical expenses. He asked Ms. Lawson's opinion on a possible
amendment stating that in these situations, the first payor would be the prisoner
and/or insurance or other medical benefits or programs through which he or she
is eligible, then, if indigent, the county indigent program and, by extension, the
Catastrophic Health Care (CAT) fund. Ms. Lawson stated IHA is willing to look at
options. She indicated part of the discussion would have to be how this impacts the
problem, and not simply who is paying.
TESTIMONY:

Steve Bartlett, Sheriff, Ada County, addressed the issue of releasing inmates
for hospital care. He stated that the sheriff's ultimate goal when dealing with an
inmate who needs medical care is for the inmate to receive the best care possible.
He indicated that it is not the practice of Ada County to release an inmate to a
hospital for medical care, and then once that care has been completed, take the
individual back into custody.
Mr. Grigg reiterated that this is a problem that needs to be addressed and kicking
the can down the road leaves counties with significant exposure, which could
dramatically impact the budgets of small jurisdictions. He stated that the intent is
to make it clear in statute that if a prisoner is released from the sheriff's custody,
the sheriff no longer has responsibility for medical costs. He commented that this
is accomplished with S 1074.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey asked if it was the county's intention to send this to the 14th Order
of Business to change the wording from "county's" obligation to "sheriff's" obligation.
Mr. Grigg stated he feels like the current language addresses IAC's concerns, but
they are open to the change if the Committee feels this needs to be clarified.
The Committee discussed the possibility of sending S 1074 to the 14th Order of
Business for amendment, holding the bill in committee, or sending it to the floor.
Vice Chairman Lee stated she had a conflict of interest pursuant to Senate Rule
39(H), but intended to vote.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send S 1074 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Cheatham seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey commented that he is sympathetic to the arguments of the
hospitals, and does think that county jails are under the obligation to pay for
inmates while they are hospitalized. He noted there are other programs that could
be responsible for medical care once criminal charges are dismissed. Senator
Burgoyne commented that until the Legislature deals with Idaho Code §§ 20-604
and 20-605, this problem will not be solved. He indicated he does not mind
revisiting these other issues or even having a trailer bill come along to address the
kinds of issues that Ms. Lawson raised today, but he does not feel this bill alone
will solve the problem.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send H 1074 to the floor with a do pass recommendation carried by
voice vote. Senator Burgoyne requested that he be recorded as voting nay.

S 1133

Relating to the Special Committee on Criminal Justice Reinvestment - To
Revise the Date When the Committee Shall Cease to Exist. Senator Lodge
stated this bill reappoints the interim committee to continue to study the Criminal
Justice System in Idaho through 2023.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne commented that he believes the bill would be helped by setting
some goals. He stated a fundamental problem is that the legislature did not
appropriate the money to bring down case loads of probation and parole, and
did not institute the social worker component that is absolutely critical. He noted
that we have the Criminal Justice Commission, this interim committee, and all
the agencies that are dealing with criminal justice issues, and getting everyone
on the same page has proved to be logistically difficult. He stated he reluctantly
supports moving ahead with this legislation. Senator Lodge indicated she agreed
with Senator Burgoyne's comments. She stated the interim committee has made
repeated requests for more probation and parole officers, and the interim committee
is trying to get more clerical help for them so the officers can spend more time with
the individuals they oversee. The interim committee is working to save money, and
avoid building an additional prison, by bringing down the incarceration rate and
putting more people into community programs.

MOTION:

Senator Nye moved to send S 1133 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Grow seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

S 1134

Relating to Juries - To Provide for County Jury Lists, to Provide that the Jury
Commission May Use Certain Information from the Supreme Court, to Provide
that the Supreme Court shall Compile and Maintain a Master Jury List, and
to Provide that the Supreme Court May Request Certain Information. Jason
Spillman, Legal Counsel, Administrative Office of the Courts, stated that S 1134
seeks to harness a functionality of the court's new Odyssey case management
system. The Odyssey jury module will allow the Supreme Court to create a master
jury list comprised of residents of the counties, so that the counties can then select
jurors from a list created by the Supreme Court. In order to do so, the court needs
access to the voter registration list and driver's license list. This bill would provide
that access for the court. He indicated that currently the law requires that the jury
commission for each county do this work. Mr. Spillman emphasized this is an opt
in situation for the counties; a county that is happy with their current process will
still be allowed to utilize that process.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee asked for clarification that the counties would not have to
pay a fee for access to this master jury list. Mr. Spillman acknowledged there
would be no cost to the counties. Senator Grow asked if counties are now using
providers other than Odyssey for compiling jury lists. Mr. Spillman responded that
he believes some counties do use vendors to support their jury selection process.
Senator Grow expressed concern that the state, through their evaluation process,
may give the impression that Odyssey is the best product for this purpose, and
thereby create competition for local businesses that may be providing this service
for counties.
Senator Thayn asked why the Court could not enter into agreements with the
counties to provide this service and, thus, this bill would not be needed. Mr.
Spillman advised that statute clearly requires the jury commission to compile and
maintain the list themselves. He indicated that in order to provide the counties
the option to use Odyssey, it is his belief this amendment is necessary. Senator
Lodge asked why the Supreme Court would want to take on jury selection for
the counties. Mr. Spillman replied that the Supreme Court has the Odyssey tool
which has this functionality built into it, and is willing to use that tool to help the
counties with their jury selection process. Senator Lodge asked if Odyssey users
are happy with the program. Mr. Spillman deferred the question to Sarah Thomas,
Administrative Director of the Courts, for a response. Ms. Thomas indicated that
not everyone is happy with the Odyssey system, but she does not expect to ever
reach a place where everyone is happy. She stated that the longer users are on the
system and understand the capabilities, the happier they are with it. The Supreme
Court has the Odyssey jury module available, and wants to give the counties the
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option, without cost, to utilize the program. It will provide additional functionality
such as sending a text message to jurors when a trial is called off. Senator Lodge
indicated her concern is that the Supreme Court is adding another function to the
Odyssey system when users still have concerns about the system. She indicated
she would like to hear how the counties feel about this issue. Mr. Grigg indicated
he has not heard concerns about implementing an optional jury pool system that
would be run by the Administrative Office of the Courts.
Senator Grow noted that counties would have the option to opt in, and asked if
they do not already have that opportunity without this bill. Ms. Thomas advised
they do not. She explained this bill gives the Supreme Court the right to access the
county information necessary to compile the statewide list.
MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send S 1134 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Senator Grow asked to be recorded as voting nay.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at 2:50
p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
___________________________
Assisted by Lois Bencken
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Relating to Judges to Revise a Provision regarding Senator Todd Lakey,
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H 113

Relating to Wage Claims to Increase the Time
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or Interest must be Commenced

Representative
Mathew "Mat"
Erpelding,
Idaho House of
Representatives

RS27010

Relating to Uniform Controlled Substances to
Revise Penalties for Trafficking in Heroin and to
Provide Penalties for Trafficking in Fentanyl

Senator Todd Lakey,
Idaho State Senate
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SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
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Monday, March 04, 2019
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Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Anthon, Thayn, Grow, Cheatham,
Burgoyne, and Nye
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Senator Lodge

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee (Committee) to
order at 1:30 p.m.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Lee.

S 1146

Senator Todd Lakey, District 12, introduced S 1146 stating that it relates to
the judicial compensation for Idaho's judges. He explained that the Change in
Employee Compensation Committee recommended a 3 percent increase for all
other State employees. The same 3 percent was incorporated into this legislation
regarding the judicial compensation formula. Judges salaries are set by statute.
It sets the Supreme Court salary and then follows down to the other court levels.
Each judge receives the same salary amount based on the dollar figure below the
Supreme Court's salary. In this case, each judge will receive a $3,800 increase in
compensation. This will only apply to the judge positions that are currently in place.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Lakey, Nye and Burgoyne all indicated a possible
conflict of interest pursuant to Senate Rule 39H due to their professions and the
profession of Vice Chairman Lee's husband but intended to vote.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send S 1146 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Anthon seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senators Anthon and Burgoyne expressed how important it is to pay judges
for the service they render. The compensation they receive sends a message
of expectations. Judges should be valued for what they do and should be
compensated accordingly.

VOTE:

The motion to send S 1146 to the floor with a do pass, passed by voice vote.
Vice Chairman Lee indicated that the Committee would hear RS 27010 before H
113 when Representative Erpelding arrived because he was testifying in a House
committee.

RS 27010

Senator Lakey introduced RS 27010 regarding drug trafficking statutes. The
reason for the RS was to promote discussion. Concerns have been expressed in
regard to heroin use and the quantities involved. They have discussed the question
of whether two grams is for personal use or involved in dealing a controlled
substance. Law enforcement felt that the two gram quantity often does reflect that
someone is also dealing the substance, but they also recognize that the amount
is at the lower end. A proposed compromise would be to increase the minimum
quantity to five grams or more in the first tier, increase the quantity in the second
tier to ten grams or more, and reduce the second tier time frame from ten years
to five years. Fentanyl is much more dangerous than heroin and is becoming an
increasing concern, resulting in it being included in the trafficking section.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send RS 27010 to print. Senator Burgoyne seconded
the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Nye questioned the wisdom of either getting rid of or changing the
mandatory minimum language. Senator Lakey stated that this RS is the proposed
compromise, it does not repeal the mandatory minimums, but proposes an
adjustment in quantity to help make sure it covers those that are dealing and
reduces some of the sentences.
Senator Burgoyne stated his concern that fentanyl was included. He questioned
how that would be handled with fentanyl also being used as a prescription drug.
He said that his understanding was that even a miniscule amount might trigger the
highest penalty. Senator Grow asked if this RS covers marijuana, cocaine, and
methamphetamine. Senator Lakey indicated that there were provisions in existing
code covering those drugs.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion passed by voice vote. Senator Nye requested that he be recorded
as voting nay.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Lee passed the gavel back to Chairman Lakey.

H 113

Representative Matthew Erpelding, District 19, stated that H 113 addresses
partially paid wage claims. Those wages are different than overtime or wholly
unpaid wages. This statute states that if no wages are paid, there is a statute of
limitations of two years to be able to get those wages back. If only a part of the
wages are paid, the statute of limitations is six months. The most common wage
issue is a difference in the rate the employee receives and the rate the employer
pays. It could also be a time reduction or a deduction for equipment given to the
employee. The employee may not have known the employer was going to deduct it
from his check. Another wage issue results when an employer pays the employee
less than was anticipated because he wasn't satisfied with the quality of the work
being done. These differences are usually reported on Monday after the Friday
payday and when they are filing their taxes. Under current law, an individual must
file a wage claim within six months of the accrual of the cause of actionH 113 would
extend that time to twelve months. The Idaho Department of Labor requires the
employee to show proof that they have been shorted to open a claim and the
claims are required to be less than $5,000. If a false or fictitious claim is filed, it is
punishable by $1,000 or six months in prison. There is very little enforcement on
the side of the employer. By raising the statute of limitations from 6 months to 12
months, it would create a little more fairness in wage claims.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 113 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 1:50 p.m.
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___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee (Committee) to
order at 1:30 p.m.

RS 26992

Senator Mark Harris, District 32, presented RS 26992, the Senate Joint Memorial
dealing with Bear Lake on behalf of Senator Lee Heider. The reason for this
Memorial is to encourage the States of Utah and Idaho to work together to continue
cooperation to protect and enhance the existing beneficial uses of Bear Lake,
including irrigation, power generation, recreation, and fishing. If this Memorial
is approved, it will be sent to the Governor of the State of Utah and the Utah
Legislature to make them aware of Idaho's desires.
Chairman Lakey indicated that upon sending this RS to print, it would be referred
to the Resources and Environment Committee.

MOTION:

Senator Nye moved to send RS 26992 to print. Senator Cheatham seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PRESENTATION: Eric Frederickson, Director, Idaho Criminal Justice Commission (ICJC), began by
introducing those who would be presenting with him. He stated the mission of the
ICJC is the collaboration to address important criminal justice issues and challenges
by developing and proposing balanced solutions, which are cost effective and
are based on best practices to achieve a safer Idaho. Chairman Frederickson
described how the ICJC was organized. He indicated that the 27 members were
chosen from agencies or entities that touch on criminal justice issues. They
meet about ten times per year and begin the meetings by repeating their vision,
mission and values. Considering the diversity of the membership, it is important
to go through this ritual. One of the most important things about the ICJC is that
the issues they address be based on evidence. Another important facet is the
relationships that are built among the group. Chairman Frederickson stated that
he had been able to resolve issues with a quick conversation with another member
that could have taken a long time otherwise. The ICJC allows input from all entities
on every level and in every aspect of the criminal justice system (see Attachment 1).

Sara Thomas, Administrative Director of the Courts, Idaho Supreme Court,
indicated that she had been a member of the ICJC and had previously been
the chairman. The ICJC has a strategic plan and it is reviewed regularly. The
executive order from the Governor is a guide for identifying the targeted areas
(see Attachment 1). There are subcommittees who focus on working on specific
objectives. That ensures the appropriate focus and helps them to see if progress is
being made. An additional goal is to strengthen the knowledge base in Idaho by
enhancing data collection abilities and then sharing capabilities. In trying to deliver
justice throughout the State of Idaho, the ICJC identifies the things that are effective
interventions, and they talk about the implications of what would happen if the State
tried to implement one of these solutions. Ms. Thomas described an addition to
the Criminal Justice Commission's website. This dashboard will contain crime
statistics and other information in a central locality where everyone can access
what is going on with the criminal justice population in Idaho. The main goal is to
promote efficiency and effectiveness of the entire criminal justice system.
Monty Prow, Director of the Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections and
the newest member of the Idaho Criminal Justice Commission (ICJC), pointed
out five subcommittees under the ICJC. They include the Mental Health and
Substance Abuse Subcommittee, Research Alliance Subcommittee, Human
Trafficking Subcommittee, Grant Review Subcommittee, and the Community
College Subcommittee. The Mental Health and Substance Abuse Subcommittee
has been recently focused on the ongoing opioid epidemic. They have worked with
local law enforcement to increase the resources for naloxone to make it more
available (see Attachment 1).
Chairman Frederickson, stated that he would discuss Idaho's report card in
relation to human trafficking. Shared Hope International is the only organization
that does an analysis on how states deal with human trafficking issues. There are
some discrepancies in their reporting which caused Idaho to have a lower rating
than was actually accurate. The Human Trafficking Subcommittee looked into
the other deficiencies and attempted to make some changes in the legislation
to address those weaknesses.
Senator Burgoyne commented that the ICJC is one of the most functional
organizations he has ever served on. He briefly mentioned one of the mass
school shootings and the steps that the ICJC took in conjunction with the State
Department of Education to catalogue, survey, and come up with a plan to deal
with school safety. One of the really important things about serving on the ICJC is
finding things one doesn't normally think about that are tucked away but still need
attention. This is a large organization that manages to focus on important issues
and be very effective.
H 116

Representative Melissa Wintrow, District 19, introduced the Sexual Assault Kit
Working Group. She indicated that she had been a part of this group since 2016
when it was created in legislation. Their task has been to figure out how to create
minimum standards for processing sexual assault evidence kits in the State of
Idaho. The group meets each year and determines what can be done to improve
the legislation. This year they are asking for two changes. The original language
said kits would be processed with two exceptions. One exception was if the victim
requested not to test it. Information showed that the number of kits not being
tested was relatively high. Discussion led to the thought that victims might be
confused that not testing their evidence kits also meant not going forward on the
case. Many times victims will come back after the trauma has subsided and want
to move forward with the prosecution. The result of not processing the kit is that
the serial offender may not be captured. If the kits are processed and DNA is put
into the database, then the evidence could be used if the victim chooses. The
second exception relates to law enforcement. The current language says that
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evidence will not be tested if a crime hasn't been committed. This was forcing law
enforcement to make judgments about evidence before they investigated. There
was a question regarding what was "unfounded." In the new legislation "unfounded"
means evidence exists that proves no crime has been committed. If the kit gets
processed and it is determined that it was "unfounded," law enforcement calls the
State Police Forensics Lab and the kit is removed from the database.
TESTIMONY:

Annie Hightower, Director of Law and Policy, Idaho Coalition Against Sexual and
Domestic Violence, stated that her organization supports H 116 and believes that
the needs of victims were considered in the language of the bill. There are three
ways the language can benefit both victims of sexual violence and the community
as a whole: l.) it will build confidence and trust in the criminal justice system; 2.)
it will help support victim closure and the healing process; and 3.) it will enhance
community safety because kits will link within jurisdictions, giving more chances to
stop serial perpetrators from continuing to commit crimes.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Thayn asked Ms. Hightower to explain what an anonymous kit was and
how it works. Ms. Hightower indicated that if someone is unsure about reporting
an assault, there is a very limited time period to collect forensic evidence and have
it be viable. This provides a chance to collect the evidence, not report to law
enforcement, but have the kit available in case a victim decides to report to law
enforcement later. Senator Thayn inquired about the protocol for tracking and
matching kits with their owners. Ms. Hightower stated that the kit is assigned
a number, and that number will then be assigned so someone can connect the
number to the victim.

TESTIMONY:

Bea Black, Director, Women's and Children's Alliance, testified that her
organization is supportive of passing this legislation. She gave a client's perspective
stating that if one was going to go through a very invasive procedure such as this,
one would have to assume that something was going to happen with it. After a
trauma has occurred, the victim needs to have power over what happens with the
information collected.

TESTIMONY:

Chief Craig Kingsbury, Twin Falls Police Chief and President of the Idaho Chiefs
of Police Association (ICOPA), stated that ICOPA supports the changes in H 116.
In 2015 there were some unflattering new reports about Idaho law enforcement and
the way they treated victims and the evidence that went along with these cases.
The treatment wasn't malicious but law enforcement did not have the needed
knowledge or tools. The Idaho Legislature has made laws making it easier for law
enforcement to do their jobs and for victims to receive the help they need.

TESTIMONY:

Jean Fisher, Ada County Prosecutor's Office, stated that the Prosecutor's Office
is in full support of this legislation. Ultimately, knowledge is power and having all
the kits tested is very important. It allows law enforcement to find out later if there
is a serial offender. Ms. Fisher commented that this legislation does not change
anything for the victims, and it is a great public safety tool.

TESTIMONY:

Tad Roper, father of a rape victim, gave testimony describing the rape of his
daughter at Barber Park in Boise, Idaho. He told about their experience with the
police officers and their insistence that there was no attack. At St. Luke's Hospital
they were supported by a nurse who insisted they should do a rape kit on both of
the girls who were attacked. A few days later a composite sketch was broadcast
on local news. Shortly after, another young woman was kidnapped and killed. A
man was arrested for her kidnapping and both girls picked him out of the lineup. He
was sentenced to three life sentences for the assaults and one death sentence for
the murder. Mr. Roper stated that anything that can be done to make the process
easier on victims should be done. He supported the passage of this bill.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send H 116 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lodge seconded the motion.
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DISCUSSION:

Senators Anthon, Grow, Cheatham, and Burgoyne were very supportive of
this legislation and were appreciative of the work, time, and testimonies given
in Committee.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send H 116 to the floor passed by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at 2:29
P.M.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

H 118

Relating to Criminal Procedure to Provide Certain Requirements for Pretrial
Risk Assessment Tools. Representative Greg Chaney, District 10, stated that
this legislation prohibits the use of biased pretrial risk assessment algorithms for
the purpose of determining bail or conditions of release from jail pending trial.
Representative Chaney also explained that this legislation has no fiscal impact to
the General Fund, other state funds, or to any local government budgets because
the cost of validating these tools will be born by the vendor of that specific tool.

MOTION:

Senator Lodged moved to send H 118 to the 14th Order of Business for possible
amendment. Senator Cheatham seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

H 137

Relating to Dangerous and At-Risk Dogs. Dr. Jeff Rosenthal, Chief Executive
Officer, Idaho Humane Society, stated that Idaho's dangerous dog law was
completely revised in 2016. The original law contained a misdemeanor penalty in
addition to restrictions imposed on the further keeping or destruction of the dog.
Dr. Rosenthal explained that the 2016 rewrite inadvertently removed any criminal
penalty for harboring a dangerous or at-risk dog. Officers in the field lost the ability
to write citations under this section of Idaho Code and this has prevented cases
being pursued and prosecuted to protect public safety. This legislation restores
the misdemeanor penalty under prior Idaho law. Dr. Rosenthal also stated that
it revises the definition of injury and restores enforcement of the act to those with
vested authority. It will have no impact on the General Fund or to local government.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send H 137 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

H 181

Relating to Children to Revise Definitions of "Abuse." Mike McGrane, Idaho
Nurses Association, explained that the Idaho Nurses Association is proposing
legislation to clarify the definition of "abused" under Idaho Code §16-1602, to
remove the term "subdural hematoma" and to replace it with the term "head injury."
Mr. McGrane stated that this change broadens the definition to include head
and brain injuries other than the limited diagnosis of subdural hematoma and is
consistent with the other more broad descriptions of injuries in the definition. This
bill would have no fiscal impact on state or local government related to this change.

MOTION:

Senator Nye moved to send H 181 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Vice Chairman Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

H 117

Relating to Crime Victims to Provide that a Fine may be Imposed for Certain
Felonies and for the Attempt of Certain Felonies. Representative Caroline
Nilsson Troy, District 5, explained that in 1992, Idaho Code § 19-5307 was
enacted and it created a special fine up to $5,000 for certain enumerated crimes of
violence. This fine is separate from criminal penalties or restitution and is paid to
the victim or the victim's family. Representative Troy stated that if recovered from
the defendant, often this fine is used to help pay for counseling, therapy, or other
treatments for the lingering emotional and psychological effects of being a victim of
a violent crime. The fine works as a civil judgment against the defendant, however it
does not substitute for any civil action or remedy that may be available to the victim
or the victim's family. Representative Troy further explained that Idaho Code §
18-206 limits fines for attempts of crimes to one-half the maximum fine that can
be imposed for the attempted crime. This bill adds two violent felonies to the list
subject to the fine of up to $5,000: Attempted Strangulation and Domestic Violence.
Representative Troy explained that this bill also allows for fines of up to $5,000 for
the attempts of two felonies: Murder and Rape. This legislation has no fiscal impact
to the General Fund, other state funds, or to any local government budgets.

MOTION:

Senator Cheatham moved to send H 117 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Grow seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

H 114

Relating to Children to Provide that Female Genital Mutilation of a Child
shall be a Felony. Representative Troy stated that this legislation changes the
statute of limitations of this crime. Female genital mutilation has been recognized
internationally as a violation of human rights of girls and women. Representative
Troy concluded, saying that this legislation has no fiscal impact to the General
Fund, or other state funds, or to any local government budgets.

TESTIMONY:

Bruce Wingate, Protect the Idaho Kids Foundation, testified in favor of this bill
saying that this legislation would greatly help children be better protected from
abuse and help prevent religiously motivated harm to children.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send H 114 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Vice Chairman Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at 1:43
p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary

____________________________
Jacob Garner
Asst. Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee (Committee) to
order at 1:00 p.m.

RS 27086

Unanimous Consent Request Relating to Rule Rejection. Senator Lakey
requested that RS 27086 be sent to print and returned to the Senate Agricultural
Affairs Committee (see Attachment 1).

MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved to send RS 27086 to print. Senator Anthon seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

REPORT:

Relating to the Report of the Joint Publishing Committee (Report).
Jennifer Novak, Secretary of the Senate, indicated that she would present the
recommendations of the Report and stated that Attachment 1 would give the
required information. The Report recommends to continue printing 150 copies of
the Session laws. An additional ten volumes were added dating back to 1984. A
recommendation was made for the Secretary of the Senate and the Chief Clerk of
the House to be allotted the time during the next two terms to upload the additional
Session laws (see Attachment 2).

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to approve the Joint Publishing Committee Report.
Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. The
report will be sent to the floor with a do adopt recommendation.

H 78

Relating to Crimes and Punishments, Vice Chairman Lee, recognized
Representative Ryan Kerby for all of his efforts in working on this legislation. Vice
Chairman Lee indicated that there were some significant changes made to H 78.
She stated that this bill would create a diversion program for adults with the intent
of trying to change their behavior and is an innovative way to ensure that these
individuals do not drive drunk. It would require an interlock device to be placed on
their cars for 12 months that would not let the car be turned on if they had been
drinking. It would also require inmate labor details. This is a voluntary program.
Vice Chairman Lee stated she was aware that the Prosecutors Board does not
support this program, but there are several prosecutors and assistant prosecutors
who do support this as a way to change behavior.

TESTIMONY:

Brad Fralick, Director of Government Relations, Interlock, and representing
the Coalition of Ignition Interlock Manufacturers, indicated that his organization
is in support of H 78. He discussed the advantages and benefits of using an
interlock device to help change behaviors and explained programs being offered
in other states. He said that on average, when talking about recidivism rates, it is
approximately two-thirds less than those who do not use the device.

TESTIMONY:

Holly Koole Rebholtz, representing the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association,
stated they oppose H 78 and listed reasons why (see Attachment 3). Ms. Rebholtz
gave input from surrounding states on their experiences with DUI diversion
programs.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon asked when the vote tally in Attachment 2 was taken. Ms.
Rebholtz responded that it was taken before the amendments in the House and
they were given the exact letter that the Senate Committee was given. Senator
Cheatham inquired if in a court case a judge would be able to see the progress of
using the interlock device. Ms. Rebholtz stated that the way the bill is currently
written, a judge is not required to get involved at all.

TESTIMONY:

Michael Kane, representing the Idaho Sheriffs Association, said that since the
meeting with Representative Kirby, Vice Chairman Lee and Senator Burgoyne and
their agreement to work towards an amendment that would take the bill back to the
way it was prior to the amendment in the House, the Sheriffs Association would
support it. Their support is given with the understanding that the legislation would
go to the 14th Order for Amendment.
Miden Aberusa, Lead Victim Services Specialist, Mothers Against Drunk Drivers,
testified in support of H 78. Ms. Aberusa stated similar reasons to previous
testimonies. She indicated that availability and accessibility of the interlock devices
would not be an issue or a cost to the public. The drunk driver pays for the device
and for those who can not pay, the indigent programs cover the cost.
Elisa Massoth, Attorney from Payette, Idaho, District 9, speaking on behalf of
herself and the Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, stated that she
was in support of H 78. She shared the unique challenges of living in rural Idaho.
If a driver's license has been revoked, there is no other form of transportation.
The offender is anxious to do whatever they can to stay gainfully employed and
keep their life on the right track. They are unable to do that if they have no driver's
license so they are motivated to take proactive steps. She reiterated that the bill
is optional so there is flexibility to not take the device. Ms. Massoth argued that
in terms of case load, it would ultimately reduce the case load for both the courts
and the prosecutors.
Matthew Conde, AAA Idaho, testified against H 78. He stated that adding an
interlock device has been proven to save lives, but it must be used for that to
happen. It does become an important wake-up call for people who have had an
issue in that they realize driving is a privilege, not a right. It can help people to
realize that they need to make some adjustments and change their relationship with
alcohol in order to be able to keep the driving privilege without putting others at risk.
AAA is in favor of assigning an interlock in any diversion program. It only works to
keep a car from moving if alcohol is involved. It doesn't test for other drugs. Studies
show that drugs and alcohol are often both found in the system. The reason they
are asking to have the original language restored is because the interlock is the
means by which driving is prevented.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 78 to the 14th Order of Business for possible
amendment. Senator Cheatham seconded the motion. The motion passed by
voice vote.

H 209

Relating to Peace Officers Arresting without a Warrant.Representative
Bill Goesling, District 5, indicated that H 209 was a result of a shooting in the
Moscow, Idaho School District. A police officer in Texas alerted the Moscow Policy
Department. They responded, identified, located and cited the individual. The
individual remained at large which created concern within the community. H 209
would provide when a policy officer may make arrests with or without a warrant. It
would also provide a list of events which may warrant such an action.
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TESTIMONY:

Quinn Perry, Policy and Government Affairs Director, Idaho School Boards
Association (Association), stated that her Association supports H 209. Ms. Perry
commented on the incident in Moscow (see Attachment 4). She explained that H
209 would make it possible for law enforcement to treat a threat upon a school as
seriously as it would domestic violence, assault, or stalking by placing the individual
under arrest and having them evaluated in police custody.
Paul Stark, General Counsel, Idaho Education Association (IEA), said that IEA
stands in favor of H 209. He stated that the U.S. Supreme Court grants the act of
warrantless arresting under some circumstances to be constitutional. This law is
necessary to protect the children as well as the educators in their schools.
Representative Goesling enumerated two small language changes. On lines 24
and 25, "assault and battery" will be replaced by "violence." On lines 27, 28, and 29
the words "threatens violence upon school grounds of firearms and other deadly
or dangerous weapons" are added. He stated that he had support from Idaho
Association of School Administrators, Idaho Sheriffs Association, the Fraternal
Order of Police, Idaho Police Chiefs Association, Idaho Prosecutors Association,
and the Idaho State School Board Association.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send H 209 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Grow asked Representative Goesling if there had been questions
concerning this legislation taking away gun rights. Representative Goesling
stated that questions had been asked about gun rights. He said that his response
was that the safety of children was of the utmost importance and good people were
hired and trained to be police officers. He indicated that one of his efforts was to
increase funding so that each school could have a safety resource officer who
would have the training they need to do the job. Chairman Lakey commented
that he felt this legislation was the next step in the Legislature's efforts to protect
schools. Senator Anthon stated that he would support the motion in Committee
but would not commit to support it on the floor.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send H 209 to the floor with a do pass recommendation passed
by voice vote.

H 204

Relating to the Definition of Personal Property. Representative John Green,
District 2, stated that this legislation is to consolidate the three different classes
of property in one place. The first class consists of real property, which is real
estate that is accepted in every jurisdiction. The second class consists of tangible
personal property and intangible personal property. Tangible property would be the
things we can perceive with the senses. Intangible would be those things that we
could not perceive with senses. Companies that deal with intellectual property are
to a large extent dependent on intangible personal property definition statutes and
cases to protect their rights. Representative Green said that he decided to design
a definition that would clarify what property rights are for intellectual property. The
goal was to make laws to attract businesses coming to Idaho and then protect
their intellectual property rights should litigation arise. To date there has been no
litigation in this area and no contrary case law concerning this definition. Currently
the statute only includes the evidence of the intangible property, not the underlying
thing that has the value to the person who is concerned. He said that all the lawyers
he had consulted agreed that it was a good idea when they understood this was a
consolidation to make it easy to find these definitions in the law. The Idaho State
Tax Commission did not have an issue with this legislation affecting intangibles.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon and Representative Green had a discussion concerning the
possibility of a contrary definition in codes in other areas and how that might affect
this legislation. Representative Green stated that he has never seen a jurisdiction
where it had a contrary definition to the one included in H 204.
Senator Burgoyne and Representative Green discussed what constitutes
tangible versus intangible property. Senator Burgoyne was concerned that there
may not be a good sense of what the ramifications are of putting this into code.
Representative Green responded that because the definition is so clear, that in
terms of jurisprudence throughout the country, there is nothing within it that would
conflict with any case in the United States.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send H 204 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Cheatham seconded the motion. The motion failed. H 204 will be held
in Committee.

DISCUSSION:

A discussion was held regarding whether adding the definition of personal property
to the Idaho Code was really necessary or prudent. Senator Burgoyne and
Senator Anthon both questioned the wisdom in that and stated that they would be
voting against H 204. Chairman Lakey suggested that some additional follow up
may help resolve some of the questions and they could possibly pursue it next year.
Chairman Lakey stated that because of time constraints, H 30 would be heard on
Friday, March 15, 2019.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:10 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary & Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:00 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of Gubernatorial Re-appointment Hearing of Dr.
RE-APPOINTMENT David McClusky for Re-appointment to the Idaho State Board of Correction
HEARING:
(Board).
Dr. McClusky stated that he was a third generation physician in Twin Falls,
Idaho. He served in the United States Air Force as an officer for four years.
He mentioned being involved in several community organizations, including
founding Camp Rainbow Gold, and starting the first hospice in the Magic Valley.
He was the Chairman of the Tobacco Advisory Committee and co-founder of the
Wellness Tree, which is a free clinic taking care of refugees, the homeless, and
those recently released from prison. He has recently become a part of Joining
Forces in the Magic Valley. Their focus is helping veterans receive medical and
dental care. Dr. McClusky also indicated that he is a professor of surgery on the
new medical school board in Boise.
Dr. McClusky said that he felt his medical background, plus his ability to work
hard and to deal with those in the community who have lesser opportunities, are
the things that he can bring to the Board. He explained that there were two
elements he felt were important in his position on the Board. The first one is
trying to make sure people do not have to go into the prison system. He sees
the absence of early and good education, the absence of good mental health,
and the absence of a safe caring home is what brought most of the people that
are in the prison system to that system. The second element is providing help
for those who are in the prison system by helping them get a good education,
teaching them to take care of their health needs, and having an opportunity to
work in the community.

H 30

Relating to Psychiatric Examinations. Blake Brumfield, Program Manager,
Developmental Disability Crisis Prevention and Court Services, Division of
Family and Community Services (Division), stated that H 30 would be amended
to require that if a defendant was thought not fit due to a developmental disability,
a Division Evaluation Committee consisting of a psychologist, physician, and
a social worker would perform an examination. There are obstacles related
to using a school psychologist to perform these evaluations rather than a
DD Evaluation Committee. It is difficult to determine malingering (faking
incompetency) because of the challenge of gathering the patient's history. The
Evaluation Committee meets and does examinations with people with disabilities
so they are more familiar with the testing instruments and more experienced with
interpretation. The Evaluation Committee is vetted by the director and they are
licensed in their professions. If restoration is needed, an adequate assessment
of risk is performed prior to placement and the patient would go into the least
restrictive setting. H 30 does not remove the defendant's ability to call their
own experts to perform their own evaluations. According to 2018 statistics,
it would cost the counties approximately $1,000 to add a physician to the
examination committee, while costs for the social worker are primarily borne by
the Department of Health and Welfare (DHW). These changes are consistent
with Children's Competency Evaluation, the Guardianship Code, and the Idaho
Code for Civil Commitments. (See Attachment 1)

DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon stated that his understanding was that a finding by the court
is made to determine if the person is developmentally disabled. He asked if
someone in a civil setting would be evaluated with the same amount of rigor to
make sure their property and decision making power is not taken away. Mr.
Brumfield responded that the Evaluation Committee presents the facts to the
judge to come to his conclusion. The civil liberties are not removed in a civil
matter unless they are found not fit to proceed after 270 days of restoration and
then they will lose some civil liberties.
Senator Burgoyne asked Mr. Brumfield to clarify the role of the DHW in the
evaluation process. Mr. Brumfield stated that if the evaluation result is that the
person is not competent, then the burden falls to the DHW in terms of dealing
with that person. Being involved in the initial evaluation helps the DHW to
manage the individual with respect to their custodial obligations. The more time
and history they have available to them, the more accurate the decision will
be regarding placement. Senator Burgoyne referenced a letter from Kelly
Kumm (see Attachment 2) and asked if Mr. Brumfield felt that H 30 was being
redundant. Mr. Brumfield replied that the courts and the Attorney General were
interpreting it differently. He stated that the recommended changes will make it
less ambiguous.

TESTIMONY:

Tom Arkoosh, representing the Association of Criminal Defense Council, stated
that they oppose the passage of this bill due to its ambiguities. Mr. Arkoosh
explained that in one proceeding the DHW pays for the commitment. In another
instance, if the family or the individual committed can pay for it, they have to pay.
The Eighth Amendment prevents excessive fines. There is litigation going on
surrounding this issue. He stated that his understanding was if a developmental
disability was determined and it goes in front of a committee, then a change
in funding is required.
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DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey suggested working on the language and getting consensus
from the people involved. Senator Burgoyne indicated that it was his
understanding that there was a divergence of legal opinion on whether or not
the bill would be redundant to existing law or not. Mr. Brumfield stated that he
thought the issue was easily resolved by clarity in the language. He explained
that at least 13 courts chose to use a school psychologist rather than an
evaluation committee. This outcome is inconsistent with how he interpreted the
language, but the courts' interpretation is different.
A discussion was held among Senator Burgoyne, Senator Nye, and Mr.
Brumfield regarding the fiscal note. The fiscal impact will vary depending on
how many competencies the Evaluation Committee does each year. Medicaid
will pay for 50 percent of the evaluation costs.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send H 30 to the 14th Order of Business for
possible amendment. Senator Anthon seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote.

H 139

Relating for Foreign Defamation Judgments. Representative Barbara
Ehardt, District 33, House of Representatives, introduced H 139 and said state
courts have been put in a position to deal with libel suits, which are being called
libel terrorism. Some federal legislation has not been successful causing states
to pass their own laws. This bill has had wide bipartisanship support and media
support. Representative Ehardt listed the states who have passed laws and they
range from conservative to more liberal. The courts want the state legislatures to
have the responsibility of articulating clearly what the State's public policy will be.

TESTIMONY:

Stephen Sharer, Attorney, Meridian, Idaho testified in support of the bill.
Mr. Sharer began his testimony by describing the two types of defamation
law in Idaho including a statutory definition and a common law definition.
Statutory defamation provides exemptions and protections for publications
and broadcasting. Defamation consists of communication to a third person of
false information which either intends to impugn the honesty, integrity, virtue or
reputation of the person, or exposes that person to public hatred, contempt, or
ridicule. Mr. Sharer stated that we need this law because we have protections
that keep people from getting a judgment in the United States but we don't
currently have protections against foreign judgments. This legislation will give
instruction to the Idaho judicial system of how they should address the claims
when a foreign judgment is entered in a different country and then filed in Idaho
for collection. This law specifically addresses which judgments are valid and
which ones are not. The law requires American due process and subject matter
jurisdiction for the judgment to be granted in full faith and credit. It provides
a statement regarding which judgments will not be recognized and allows an
Idaho resident to obtain a declaratory judgment to determine whether or not the
judgment should be enforced, provides protections for those who may have their
judgments challenged in Idaho, and allows residents to seek injunctive relief.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked if there was anything in this law that would conflict
with any of the treaties between the United States and foreign powers. Mr.
Sharer replied that he did not know. Senator Burgoyne questioned whose
law applies when an issue is raised. Mr. Sharer explained that if the question
applies to a foreign court, that is exactly the issue that is being addressed in H
139. In the United States, the state which enters the judgment is entitled to full
faith and credit in the State of Idaho. He stated that he was not aware of any law
that has federal preemption that would preempt a defamation judgement. If a
foreign court does not have personal jurisdiction over the defendant, or subject
matter jurisdiction, a lawsuit can not continue. Senator Burgoyne asked if H
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139 had been patterned on laws that have been adopted in other states. Mr.
Sharer replied in the affirmative.
Representative Ehardt closed by stating that H 139 will codify that which Idaho
wants and what it values.
MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 139 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Vice Chairman Lee seconded the motion.
Chairman Lakey commented that this bill was not triggered by someone from
a foreign jurisdiction coming to Idaho and trying to enforce the judgment here
but he could see circumstances where this bill would be needed. He suggested
looking at the fiscal note due to the costs of possible trials and the impact on
existing budgets.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send H 139 to the floor with a do pass recommendation passed
by voice vote. Senator Nye requested that his nay vote be recorded.

S 1124

Relating to Domestic Relations Regarding Visitation Rights of
Grandparents and Great Grandparents. Senator Dean Mortimer, District 30,
Idaho Senate, introduced S 1124 by giving a brief background on the history of
grandparent legislation. Idaho has a statute that has not been updated since
1994. It is time for Idaho to have some clarity on the parameters not only for
grandparents' and the great grandparents' rights, but also what it would take to
make sure that parents rights are protected.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee requested a copy of the amendments for S 1124 for the
Committee to reference (see Attachment 3).

TESTIMONY:

Brian Defriez, attorney, Caldwell, Idaho, stated that one of the benefits of the
new statute is that it puts Idaho litigants, petitioners, grandparents, and great
grandparents on notice of the constitutional requirements that already exist in
case law. It takes those tenants and makes them available so that petitioners
can know what is required of them in petitioning and what the burdens of proof
are. One other benefit of this legislation is that in the Leavitt v. Leavitt case,
the Idaho Supreme Court made a point that grandparent visitation in Idaho is
not subject to the best interest factors that apply in normal custody disputes.
This legislation adds a comprehensive set of best interest factors which the
Supreme Court has deemed constitutional. Vice Chairman Lee commented
that she is concerned about inserting "best interests" in any significant policy
proposal. She has worked on other legislation and the "best interests" issue has
not been resolved. Mr. Defriez stated that he sees the new legislation being
consistent with the policy adopted in 1972. It gives a set of criteria that judges
can look to in determining best interest. Litigants are given notice that factors are
giving heightened protection to parents. They are giving parents a voice in the
decision regarding visitation and it can only be overcome by clear and convincing
evidence that it will be in the child's best interests. The legislation contains a
definition for visitation which clarifies that it is limited to contact with the child and
it is not to be extended to anything that would approximate legal or physical
custody rights. The courts are also allowed to award reasonable attorney fees if
it finds the petitions are brought without foundation.
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DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee questioned where the venue would be. Mr. Defriez stated
that venue and jurisdiction generally mean the place where the defendants
reside. Vice Chairman Lee was concerned with the unfair imbalance in relation
to visiting privileges and finances. Mr. Defriez stated that of the Idaho cases
he was aware of, every effort was made to protect the parents' rights. That
protection is not absolute in the sense that the State still retains interest in
looking after the best interest of the children. In addressing the financial burdens,
S 1124 would allow the courts to award reasonable attorney fees to the parent
when the court finds a petition was pursued unreasonably or frivolously.
A discussion was held among Vice Chairman Lee, Senator Anthon, Senator
Burgoyne, Senator Mortimer, and Mr. Defriez regarding how important
grandparents can be in the lives of children when there is a breakdown in their
homes. Vice Chairman Lee expressed concern about an uneven balance from
the courts with respect to the parents. Mr. Defriez reiterated that in his opinion
this legislation would strengthen parents' rights because it puts into code the
tenants of rebuttable presumption. Senator Mortimer indicated that he agreed
that there can be a disparity between finances. He believes that the change of
legislation requiring the party who does not prevail to be responsible for costs,
may be somewhat of a protection.

MOTION:

Senator Nye moved to send S 1124 to the 14th Order of Business for possible
amendment. Senator Lodge seconded the motion. Motion carried by voice
vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting
at 2:35 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, March 18, 2019

TIME:

1:00 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Lodge, Thayn, Grow, Cheatham,
Burgoyne, and Nye

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senator Anthon

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee (Committee) to
order at 1:00 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to approve the Minutes of January 23, 2019. Senator
Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Senator Lodge moved to approve the Minutes of January 30, 2019. Senator Grow
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Senator Thayn moved to approve the Minutes of February 6, 2019. Vice
Chairman Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Senator Lee moved to approve the Minutes of February 13, 2019. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 27129

Chairman Lakey indicated that RS 27129 is a concurrent resolution to continue
the Interim Committee to Study Occupational Licensing. The RS will go to the
Commerce and Human Resources Committee after printing.

MOTION:

Senator Grow moved to print RS 27129. Vice Chairman Lee seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

H 170

Representative Heather Scott, District 1, presented H 170. She stated that the
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare (DHW) is charged with investigating
allegations of neglect, abuse, and abandonment of children. The proposed
legislation would provide a notification of rights. The DHW social workers would
present the parents with a list of their constitutional rights when they are in direct
contact with the parents or guardians of a child who is subject to investigation.
There are no penalties if they forget the sheet, no signatures are required, and
no reading of rights. Representative Scott explained the notification form (see
Attachment 1). She discussed the background on the Child Protective Act. In
1974 Congress passed the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, known
as CAPTA. It mandated that all the states establish a procedure to investigate
suspected incidents of child mistreatment. Idaho requires mandatory reporting by
anyone that suspects abuse. Failure to report abuse, neglect, or abandonment
is a misdemeanor. She gave statistics regarding the number of cases reported,
investigated, and the number of children actually removed from their homes in
2018. Out of the 10,000 visits, 1,374 (approximately 14 percent) of the children
were taken into State custody. Representative Scott stated that this legislation is
not intended to, and does not reduce the role of Child Protective Services (CPS).
Her concern is that CPS social workers' policies require information to be collected
for their comprehensive safety assessment reports, including detaining and

questioning children, assessment of family philosophies, and home photographs
and inspections. Her opinion is that while parents can say "no," they seldom do,
and her assumption is that it is because they do not know they can say "no." H 170
is a bill containing a directive to CPS social workers to hand a parent or guardian a
piece of paper with their rights listed upon initial direct contact. It will not diminish
the important role of CPS.
TESTIMONY:

Scott Herndon, District 1, began his testimony by enumerating the rights in H 170.
He stated it is about giving parents knowledge of the current law, it does not grant
any rights that the parents do not already possess. It gives a balance of interest
represented by both the State in protecting truly abused, neglected, or abandoned
children. There is also the parents' interest in protecting the privacy and dignity of
their home and their relationship with their child. Regarding parents' interests, H 170
is only disclosing rights they already possess when dealing with CPS. It is important
to know the rights of first contact because this is when there is the potential for
maximum intrusion into the family's home and privacy. The Fourth Amendment to
the Constitution grants parents the right to be free from unreasonable search and
seizure. If a parent says no, there is no probable cause with exigent circumstances.
A search warrant is required. This amendment involves any interaction between
the CPS and the right to question children and their families and the right to enter
their home or to detain them. There are case studies that show there is damage
actually done to children when the government over-intrudes into family life. It can
cause emotional harm and psychological damage. Having the parents know their
rights does not mean that the CPS cannot fulfill its interest in protecting children.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked what would happen if a child protection worker violated
the parents' constitutional rights, would the parents have a remedy without the
passage of H 170. Mr. Herndon responded in the affirmative. There is a legal
remedy in the federal courts where if a representative of the government under the
color of law violates the constitutional right of the parents, they can bring suit in
federal courts to obtain a legal remedy.

TESTIMONY:

Francine Frank, Ada County resident and licensed master social worker, shared
her concerns about H 170. She indicated that she fears it would have a negative
impact by putting the most vulnerable children of Idaho at increased risk for abuse
and neglect. CPS makes their best effort to ensure childrens' safety in the least
restrictive environment, preferably in their own homes. This bill would require the
social worker to advise parents or caregivers of their Miranda rights. Those rights
are a function of a criminal investigation interrogation. Social workers are not law
enforcement officials or attorneys. To begin an interaction with parents in such a
manner would interfere with relationships and trust between the social worker and
parents. It would result in some cases being delayed or in decreased access to
the children. Minutes count when children are in danger. Ms. Frank asked for the
Committee to vote no on H 170.
Christine Tiddins, Idaho Voices for Children, stated that they were in opposition to
H 170. She discussed the three main reasons for their opposition. The proposal
1). does not place a priority on children; 2). could interfere with the State's
responsibility to protect children from abuse and neglect; and 3). does not reflect
the feedback being heard from individuals and communities who have been
impacted by foster care (see Attachment 2).
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Lindsay Harrington, former CPS worker, indicated that she had concerns about H
170. She explained that if child protection workers were asked to obtain probable
cause before entering a home, this may greatly reduce their ability to ensure
immediate safety for the children. Her second concern is that obtaining probable
cause is outside the assessment scope of child protection. They are not completing
criminal investigations or not looking to charge anyone and they can not legally
remove children from the home. Another concern she has is that reading the rights
to parents will diminish CPS's ability to build rapport and help families who are
struggling; they will work against families rather than with them to build better lives.
Ms. Harrington's last concern is with the barriers in the foster care system. She
feels strongly that those involved need to listen to the young people impacted
by foster care.
Darren Mitchell, Sergeant, Special Victims Unit, Boise Police Department,
indicated that this bill contains conflicting language. The bill states that the DHW
investigation is not criminal, but immediately thereafter states that the rights
understood by most people are related to criminal processes. This may confuse
people about the true nature of the contact. Notifying parents of these rights typically
associated with criminal jeopardy before having made any other assessment of the
situation will lead to misconceptions and inaccurate interpretations.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne commented that he felt this hearing was leading to trusting
social workers and people outside of the home more than the parents. Trying
to arrive at a balance would be important. Sergeant Mitchell stated that more
children wind up being removed from the home because there is not an answer as
to how the injury occurred; the presumption would be that it occurred in the home.
The result would be removing the child to keep him safe until the investigation is
completed. Senator Burgoyne asked what evidence had to be presented to a
judge to get a court order. Sergeant Mitchell indicated that he was not sure of the
verbage but thought that it was "reasonable suspicion."

TESTIMONY:

Michael Kane, representing the Idaho Sheriff's Association (Association), spoke
in opposition to H 170 and stated it is not just about parents. It protects everyone
who might be living or visiting the home. There is a disconnect in civil matters.
The DHW is directing this investigative effort; the CPS workers do not have the
ability to get search warrants or arrest warrants. They are civil people dealing
with a civil process. The subject rights are not given to criminal suspects until
there is either an arrest or detention. Miranda rights are not given until a person
is in custody. Mr. Kane said that the Association is very concerned that there will
be a new exclusionary rule invented by the courts as a result of this statutorily
created series of rights.
Ivy Smith stated that she is in opposition to H 170. She was in the foster care
system since she was 12 years old. She shared her experience (see Attachment
3). Ms. Smith said her experience shows the kinds of dangers children would
be put in if social workers were required to notify the parents before beginning a
safety assessment. When people call in from the community to report to CPS
about possible abuse or neglect, this legislation would only hinder CPS worker's
ability to conduct the investigations in a timely manner and get a clear story. Ms.
Smith pointed out that there was no attempt made to collaborate with the Foster
Youth Advisory Board.
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Dustin Ingram, representing himself, spoke in favor of H 170 and disputed the
earlier statement that there is no such thing as a warrant to examine a child. He
stated that if a child is taken out of a home because his parents refuse to allow
a medical exam, the children are run through rape kits and forensic interviews
conducted by law enforcement and a social worker. Mr. Ingram indicated that
there is a course of things that happen to the children without the parents' consent
or knowledge and those things take place before a court hearing is held. He said
warrants can be obtained with reasonable suspicion and that legal standard is very
low. He felt that taking a child out of a home that is dirty or because the parents are
standing up for their rights is not right. Mr. Ingram stated that DHW can not be
trusted to police themselves. The majority of people are good parents but they are
being forced to go to court to prove their innocence.
Erica Kallin, representing the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association (IPA),
stated she had submitted a letter in opposition to H 170 (see Attachment 4). She
reiterated that when CPS is denied access to children, which this legislation is
proposing, it will have a chilling affect on the DHW's ability to protect children.
Tom Arkoosh, representing the Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, testified
in favor of this legislation. Mr. Arkoosh stated that there are no new rights created
by H 170. This is a notification bill in which parents and children have the right
against unreasonable search and seizure, the right to remain silent and legal advice
in approaching the matter in a rational way. His concern is about the representation
being given. If there is reasonable suspicion to believe that the child is in danger,
the agency should have an order to approach the house. H 170 is an opportunity
for a legislative solution to resolve these issues.
Kieran Donahue, Canyon County Sheriff, testified in opposition to H 170. He
stated that a police officer's job is to protect the constitutional rights of every
individual. He explained that getting a search warrant requires probable cause,
and reasonable suspicion was never enough reason. In the overall protection of
society, it is important to err on the side of the children. He indicated that forensic
interviews are valuable for those who are trained to use them in the interviewing
process. Sheriff Donahue stated that it is important to not penalize the system
because of the actions of a few.
David Jeppsen, Director, DHW, stated that he takes his responsibility to ensure
the health and safety of all Idahoans, especially children, seriously. He indicated
that it was important for his staff to have the ability to have eyes on the children,
to talk to them, and interview family members to assess the safety factors and
risks of the home. Director Jeppsen said that he was particularly concerned with
children under the age of five since many of them have no outside contact. Idaho
law requires a follow up on all allegations and the conduction of a comprehensive
assessment ensuring the safety of the child. The role of the CPS worker is to
determine if the child is safe. He made a commitment to make sure that if one of
his staff violates the rights of any individual, he will take the appropriate action.
Director Jeppsen stated he was anxious to work with the legislature and advocates
to improve the process of keeping children safe.
Representative Scott concluded her presentation by stating that this bill is a
directive to the DHW, CPS social workers to hand a parent or guardian a piece of
paper with their rights upon initial direct contact. The bill does not require that the
rights be read to the parents. The form presented at the door is not Miranda rights.
She commented that H 170 is talking about earlier stages of helping children than
foster care covers, and it was not discussed in the legislation. Representative
Scott stated that she feels this bill will put parents and government on an equal
playing field and it is not giving parents additional rights.
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DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Lee inquired how children under five and those who are home
schooled get the added attention they need. Representative Scott replied that she
would hope parents would be reasonable and answer their questions since that
does not raise suspicion that something is wrong in the home. If that does not
occur, a deeper investigation would be needed.

WRITTEN
TESTIMONY IN
OPPOSITION:

The following people submitted written testimony in Opposition to H 170:

Christine Tiddens, Idaho Voices for Children (See Attachment 2)
Ivy Smith, Former Foster Youth (See Attachment 3)
Erica Kallin, Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association (See Attachment 4)
Chris Orvis, Idaho Fraternal Order of Police (See Attachment 5)
KJ Brandt, North Idaho CASA (See Attachment 6)
Amanda Roberts, Licensed Social Worker (See Attachment 7)
Sadie Heindel, Licensed Social Worker (See Attachment 8)
Breanne Varela, Licensed Social Worker (See Attachment 9)
Vaughn Killeen, Executive Director, Idaho Sheriffs Association (See Attachment 10)
Elizabeth Norton, Former Foster Youth (See Attachment 11)
WRITTEN
TESTIMONY
IN FAVOR:

The following people submitted written testimony in Favor of H 170:

ACLU of Idaho (See Attachment 12)
Miste Karlfeldt, Executive Director, Health Freedom of Idaho (See Attachment 13)
MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved that H 170 be held in Committee. Vice Chairman Lee
seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne commented that he felt there was increasing legislation
conveying the message that Idaho does not have good laws. He does not feel that
way. He stated that people in Idaho have unique views about their property rights,
their rights in their homes, their security in their homes and they are often very
well armed. Senator Burgoyne is concerned that giving the notice proposed in H
170 is going to promote a confrontation because the information in the notice is
not accurate. Chairman Lakey added that he does not have an issue with giving
parents information about the process but he is concerned with the information
in regard to exigent circumstances. He suggested giving this legislation to the
legislative review panel and letting them work on it. Vice Chairman Lee agreed that
H 170 has focused attention on an issue that requires further discussion. Senator
Grow commented that handing someone a piece of paper listing constitutional
rights and having the right to an attorney may cause a confrontational interaction
between the CPS and the parent. Senator Thayn stated that he would not be
supporting the motion because he sees H 170 as a way to educate parents about
their rights and he believes more respect on both the side of the parents and the
CPS workers would be beneficial.
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VOICE VOTE:

The motion to hold H 170 in Committee passed by voice vote. Senator Thayn
requested that he be recorded as voting nay.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 1:37 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
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MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, March 20, 2019

TIME:

1:00 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Thayn, Cheatham, and Burgoyne

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senators Lodge, Anthon, Grow, and Nye

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:05 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL
RE-APPOINTMENT
HEARING AND
VOTE:

Dr. Michael D. Johnston, having been re-appointed to the Sexual Offender
Management Board (Board), spoke to the Committee on speaker phone. Dr.
Johnston stated that he was a forensic psychologist in private practice for
over twenty years. His contribution to the Board is in the area of adult sexual
offender treatment and evaluation. He also has expertise in working with juvenile
sexual offenders.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey asked Dr. Johnston to explain the differences in working with
juveniles versus adults. Dr. Johnston responded that a psychosexual evaluation
is designed to give an estimate on an examinee's risk to offend again. It is
broken down into three categories: low, moderate, and high risk. An evaluator
looks for things called static risk variables, dynamic variables, and protective
variables. The risk variables are the things that have been identified in research
that increase the examinee's risk to reoffend and protective variables are things
that decrease the risk. Dr. Johnston stated the main difference between adults
and juveniles is that they have different risk and protective variables. Another big
difference is the base rate, which refers to the frequencies which cause those
populations to reoffend. Juveniles are much less likely to reoffend than adults.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send the Gubernatorial re-appointment of Dr.
Michael D. Johnston to the Sexual Offender Management Board to the floor
with recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Cheatham
seconded the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Thayn moved to send the Gubernatorial re-appointment of Dr.
RE-APPOINTMENT David McClusky to the Idaho State Board of Correction to the floor with
VOTE:
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Burgoyne
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Thayn moved to approve the Minutes of January 21, 2019. Senator
Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Lee.

RS 27020

Chairman Lakey, introduced RS 27020. He indicated that this RS relates to
certain administrative rules that are passed every year at the end of the session,
and requested it be sent to print for consideration.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send RS 27020 to print. Senator Cheatham seconded
the motion.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send RS 27020 to print and upon receiving a bill
number that it be sent to the floor with a do pass recommendation. Senator
Cheatham seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Lee passed the gavel to Chairman Lakey.

H 266

Representative Melissa Wintrow, District 19, introduced H 266 and stated that
it relates to reporting to law enforcement certain types of injuries when presented
at medical facilities. There is a responsibility according to Idaho law that law
enforcement be contacted by the medical staff to report that a crime or injury
may have occurred. One of the nurses participating in the working group for H
266, pointed out that detail. This legislation would enable medical personnel not
to report a rape if the process is done anonymously. Representative Wintrow
reminded the Committee of the anonymous process to collect and preserve a
rape kit. Once the victim leaves the facility, the nurses turn the evidence over to
law enforcement. The kit will be tagged and numbered in a tracking system so if
it needs to be attached to a name later, it can be. This process is a safeguard for
someone who might change her mind about coming forward a significant length
of time after the incident occurred. Representative Wintrow stated she was
anxious to get this legislation passed to protect the anonymous rape kit process.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Lee moved to send H 266 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.

PAGE
RECOGNITION:

Recognizing Makenna Moore for Her Service to Senate Judiciary & Rules
Committee. Chairman Lakey announced to the Committee that Ms. Moore was
ill today. Alex Knowlton, page, Commerce and Human Resources, filled in for
Ms. Moore and he shared her thoughts. Ms. Moore thanked everyone for the
opportunity to be here. She quickly found that these "important" people were
also very normal people. She learned much about herself during her time at the
Capitol – even considering politics for herself. She commented that this was the
best time of her life and thanked everyone for the experience.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 1:20 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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AGENDA

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
9:00 A.M.
Room WW54
Thursday, April 11, 2019
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

RS27195

Adoption of Administrative Rules

Chairman Lakey

If you have written testimony, please provide a copy of it along with the
name of the person or organization responsible to the committee secretary
to ensure accuracy of records.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Grow

Vice Chairman Lee
Sen Lodge

Sen Cheatham
Sen Burgoyne

Sen Anthon
Sen Walton(Thayn)

Sen Nye

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Thursday, April 11, 2019

TIME:

9:00 A.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Lee, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Walton(Thayn),
Grow, Cheatham, Burgoyne, and Nye(Eva)

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senators Thayn and Nye

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 9:00 a.m.

RS 27195

Relating to Administrative Rules, Chairman Lakey stated RS 27195 was the
standard going home bill and adoption of the rules. The changes are minor,
including: Line 14 remove "that term is," Line 17 add "and be of no further force and
effect" Line 19 remove "that term is," and Line 27 remove "that term is." Lines 8 and
9 on page two will read "SECTION 6. This act shall be in full force and effect on
and after July 1, 2019." Chairman Lakey expressed this would give the House the
opportunity to sign this proposed legislation adopting the rules as the Legislature
has done in previous sessions.
Chairman Lakey explained, after talking with Secretary Novak, due to the late date
in the Session, RS 27195 would be printed and then the Committee members
would sign the buckslip.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to print RS 27195. Senator Lodge seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at 9:05
a.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary

